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Abstract 

High voltage A.C. transmission is the common mode adopted in transmitting bulk electrical 

power from one station to the other all over the world. Associated with these overhead 

transmission lines are the electric and magnetic fields emanating from these which could have a 

coupling influence on devices in its proximity. Detonator is one such electro explosive device 

(EED) that is susceptible to electromagnetic coupling when placed in proximity to the 

transmission lines which in turn could cause inadvertent misfires. 

This report focuses on the computational modeling of electric and magnetic fields around 

overhead high voltage transmission lines at various voltage levels and line configurations starting 

from fundamental electromagnetic principles and the verification of those models by field 

measurements. MATLAB software was used in modeling the field profiles and the model is 

capable of accommodating any configuration with any number combination of conductors. The 

overhead transmission line parameters used in this report are from the present line configurations 

in practice in Sri Lanka.  The measured values of electric and magnetic fields are compared with 

the modeled values for the verification of models. The possibility of shielding these extra low 

frequency electromagnetic fields are also discussed briefly.  

Electrical detonator is one type of Electro Explosive Devices (EEDs) that is used to initiate blast 

sequences. the susceptibility of these devices to the electric and magnetic fields emanating from 

nearby high voltage transmission lines are comprehensively examined under scenarios of 

nominal rated loads, infrequent high loads, emergency short-time loads, faults, lightning and 

switching surges. Investigating the impacts of field couplings and possible unintentional misfires 

under different scenarios, safe distance levels for operation of detonators in the proximity of 

transmission lines are proposed for different voltages and line configurations. 
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   Chapter 1 

                Introduction  

1.1 General and Background 

Over the last few decades, electricity has become a vital commodity in our day today life and it 

is increasingly proving to be an integral part of our modern life.  The increase in power demand 

has increased the need for transmitting huge amount of power over long distances. Large 

transmission line configurations with high voltage and current levels generate large values of low 

frequency electromagnetic field stresses which in turn have significant interference on electrical 

and electronic equipment, accessories, circuits and other conducting bodies mainly operating in 

frequency range below UHF. This research mainly focuses on the fields emanating from high 

voltage transmission lines and their electromagnetic coupling effects on Electro Explosive Devices 

(EEDs) and their firing circuits. 

 The Sri Lankan commercial electric power system operates at a frequency of 50 Hz, or cycles per 

second, meaning that the field increases and decreases its intensity 50 times per second. The 

interactions of the fields emanated from transmission lines also oscillate at the same frequency. The 

electromagnetic field levels in the proximity of a high voltage transmission line depends on a 

number of variables, including but not limited to the voltages, currents, overall geometry of the 

structures holding the conductors, the type of conductors, phase spacing, sag and earth wires used. 

Hence, in the modeling and calculation process, each voltage level of the transmission lines has 

been considered separately and calculated independently for the specific structure geometry and 

conductor type used.  

The strength of an EMF increases significantly with decreasing distance from the source. The 

strength of an electric field is proportional to the voltage of the source. Thus, the electric fields 

beneath high voltage transmission lines far exceed those below the lower voltage distribution 

lines at the same distance. The magnetic field strength, by contrast, is proportional to the current 

in the lines, so that a relatively low voltage line with a high current load may produce a magnetic 

field that is as high as those produced by some higher voltage transmission lines. 

With the rapid development impetus in progress in the country, the need for enhancing the 

infrastructure to cater to that requirement is indispensable and a prerequisite. The development of 

road network, electricity, water and sanitation, housing and transportation are essentials in this 

respect. The construction of these facilities, sometimes, involves blasting of ground rocks in 

order to level and pave the right of way. Further, processed rock and rock metal are imperative 
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raw materials that contribute towards the construction industry.  This essential raw material is 

produced through the explosive blasting industry which is a prime industry in our modern 

society. It plays some part-direct or indirect- in practically everything we build, make, use and 

enjoy. Without explosives and blasting industry, available where and when they are needed, 

public works and private enterprises would be badly hampered. Therefore, facilitating proper 

handling, use, transportation and storage of explosive materials in blasting industry while 

providing safeguards for life and property are in the interest of the whole community. 

The interference and coupling of electromagnetic fields emanating from transmission line 

becomes an issue when the explosive blasting activities are performed in the vicinity of these. 

Since, the electrical detonator (one kind of electro explosive devices) and associated circuits are 

used as the means of initiating explosions, these electromagnetic fields could cause inductive 

coupling with the circuitry. The main research issue in concern is that whether there a possibility 

that these coupling would induce significant voltages and threshold level currents that could 

initiate premature or unintentional explosions and if so what are the safe distances for operation 

from transmission lines.    

1.2  Research Initiating Statement. 

The Geological Survey and Mines Bureau (GSMB) has made an official request to investigate 

the possibility of unintentional / premature firing of electrical detonators due to induced 

electricity (or extraneous electricity) from high voltage transmission lines in sites and mines 

where explosive blasting are carried out.  This endangers human lives and property. Therefore, it 

is essential avoiding such unanticipated situations through careful study and provide guidelines 

of safe distances ensuring safe operations in explosive blastings. Hence, a study is to be carried 

out for investigating the electromagnetic fields emanating from different voltage levels and 

circuit configurations of high voltage transmission lines present in Sri Lanka and determine safe 

distances for operation. The request letter tendered by GSMB is attached as Annex 1. 

1.3   Objectives 

 To investigate the electromagnetic fields around high voltage transmissions lines of 

220kV, 132kV and 33kV and thereby, analyze the sensitivity over detonator firing 

circuits and make recommendations for safe feasible operations. 

 To prepare a statement of safe distances of operation for these firing circuits in order to 

avoid inappropriate triggering. 
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1.4   Methodology 

i. Study of detonators, circuit arrangements and explosives  

Visit detonator blasting sites and study specification of detonators, different circuit 

configurations, types of detonators and explosive materials used in Sri Lanka and 

different conditions under which explosions are carried out. 

ii. Literature survey 

Do a literature survey on the Electro Explosive Devices(EEDs), the theories behind 

joule heating of bridge wire due to electromagnetic radiation [1],[3],[5] susceptibility 

of EEDs to electric and magnetic fields [3],[4],[19] modelling approaches of fields 

around transmission lines [2],[6],[11],[13],[14] and shielding of electric and magnetic 

fields [6],[17]. 

iii. Modeling the electromagnetic field 

Modeling the electric and magnetic fields under transmission lines for different 

voltage and circuit configurations starting from basic principles of electromagnetic 

theory.  

iv. Simulation using software 

Simulate the model using standard software to determine the field profiles and their 

magnitudes around the transmission lines and investigate the field variation profiles 

with distance. 

v. Taking physical measurements 

Measure the electric and magnetic fields physically under the transmission lines using 

standard measuring meters with real time voltage and current values. 

vi. Comparison of the model and measured values 

Compare the simulated values with the measured values in the field and finding 

actual reasons for deviations. 

vii. Investigate the induced currents due to electric fields 

Study the induced currents in conductors and detonators in the presence of electric 

fields. 
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viii. Investigate the induced currents due to magnetic field variations  

Investigate the impact and inducements on the detonator circuits due to magnetic 

fields emanated by rated nominal loads, infrequent high loadings, emergency short 

term loads, line faults, switching currents and travelling lightning waves.  

ix. Safe Distances for operation 

Prepare a statement of safe distance levels for operations of detonator blasting circuits 

for different voltages and transmission line configurations taking the results obtained 

from vi and vii into account. 

x. Shielding arrangement 

Study and design a suitable shielding arrangement to mitigate the electric field and to 

investigate the possibility of shielding the magnetic fields or else to find alternative 

solutions. 

1.5   Results & Dissemination 

 Electromagnetic field intensity profiles and impacts due to different configurations 

of transmission lines and their interferences. 

 Statement of safe distance levels for operation of Electro Explosive Devices (EEDs) 

for firing explosives for different overhead transmission line configurations and 

voltages. 
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   Chapter 2 

    Electro Explosive Devices and Detonator Firing 

Circuits  

2.1 Electrical Detonator 

Electrical detonator is one type of Electro Explosive Devices (EEDs) that is used to initiate blast 

sequences. Electrical detonators are compact devices that are designed to safely initiate and 

control the performance of larger explosive charges. They contain relatively sensitive high 

explosives which can be initiated by electrical or shock energy from an external source. All 

electrical detonators contain components that can be initiated by sufficient impact of electrical 

energy. These characteristics make them the most dangerous explosive products in industrial 

application and they must be stored, transported, handled and used according to set procedures 

and regulations. 

 

The commercially available electric detonator in Sri Lanka is called a match-type blasting cap. In 

this type, the bridgewire is usually surrounded by a proprietary pyrotechnic mix or coating which 

is in turn surrounded by a primary explosive which is in contact with the main charge [3]. The 

principle of operation of this type of electric detonator used in Sri Lanka is that, when a high 

enough electric current is passed through its lead wires, a bridge wire is heated in the fuse head 

to the ignition temperature providing the initial activation energy, which then ignites the ignition 

charge (similar to a match) which in turn initiates the explosive in bottom of the detonator after a 

time determined by the length and content of the delay element. The type of detonators used in 

Sri Lanka is match-type detonators with bridge wire and in this type, ignition charge is closely 

bonded with the bridge wire. The match-type EEDs have been found to be susceptible to such 

low levels of energy (4-6 mJ) and the safe operation of these EEDs is vital when in use near 

sources that emits electromagnetic radiation [8] such as high voltage transmission lines. The 

normal operation current profiles, both constant current and pulsed excitation, are well known, as 

is the ignition temperature. However, as safety and reliability are of great concern, both in the 

operation and storage of EEDs, the susceptibility of these devices to transient or spurious fields 

is also of interest. 

 

Under normal explosive operations, electrical energy is introduced into the detonator from the 

exploder (hand-driven magneto or charged capacitor) via a primary circuit wire (shot-firing 

cable) and detonator leads. 
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                Figure 2.1 : Electrical Detonator with lead wires 

 

The only type of detonators used in Sri Lanka are called ‗short-delay‘ detonators because the 

delay times vary in increments of 25ms and the longest delays found are 500ms and 1 second. 

The timing of the pyrotechnic delay element is accurate to within 8ms. 

 
 

Figure 2.2: Schematic cross-section of an electrical detonator  

 

Since electric detonators are designed to fire when electrical energy is supplied to them, any 

extraneous source of electric current represents a potential source for initiation. Sources such as 

lightning, high voltage power lines, radio transmitters, and static electricity must be avoided. 

There are also occurrences where the energy from lightning has traveled several miles along 

transmission lines, pipes or cables into an underground mine and can represent an unsuspected 

source for initiation of electric detonators. 
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When using electric detonators, the continuity and resistance of the individual detonator as well 

as the entire circuit needs to be tested with a blasting galvanometer. A blasting galvanometer is 

used to check the individual detonators prior to making the primer and again prior to stemming 

the borehole. Care should be taken when stemming a borehole to prevent any possible damage to 

the detonator leg wires. Once the circuit is completely wired, it should be checked again.  When 

the blast line is connected to the circuit, the resistance needs to be checked prior to connecting the 

blasting unit. 

 

Electronic detonator systems are new technology advancements for the initiation of blasts in 

mining operations. Several advantages for electronic detonators are precise timing, reduced 

vibrations, a reduced sensitivity to stray electrical currents and radio frequencies, and a great 

reduction in misfires through more precise circuit testing. 

  

Electronic detonators have been designed to eliminate the pyrotechnic fuse train that is a 

component of electric detonators, thus improving timing accuracy and safety.  For the electronic 

detonators, typically an integrated circuit and a capacitor system internal to each detonator 

separate the leg wires from the base charge. The circuitry consists of a microchip, PLC logic and 

delay circuits. Depending on the design features of the electronic detonator, the safety and timing 

accuracy can be greatly improved. The electronic detonator is obviously a more complex design 

compared to an electric detonator.  A specially designed blast controller unique to each 

manufactured system transmits a selectable digital signal to each wired electronic detonator.  The 

signal is identified by each electronic detonator and the detonation firing sequence is accurately 

assigned. The manufacturer‘s control unit used in accordance with the unit‘s specified operating 

procedures will show any incomplete circuits during hookup prior to initiation of the explosive 

round. The wired round won‘t fire until all detonators in the circuit are properly accounted for 

with respect to the current blasting plan layout. 

 

2.2 Blasting Explosives 
 

Blasting explosives are agents that: 

• Comprises ingredients that by themselves are non-explosive. 

• Can only be detonated by a high explosive charge placed within it. The explosive charge 

comprises of a detonator inserted inside gelignite (water-gel) capsules. All blasting agents 

contain the following essential components: 
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Oxidizer 
A chemical that provides oxygen for the reaction. Typical oxidizers are 

ammonium nitrate and calcium nitrate. 

Fuel 
A chemical that reacts with oxygen to produce heat. Common fuel used is diesel  

fuel oil. 

Sensitizer 
Provides the heat source (‗hot spot‘) to drive the chemical reaction of oxidizer 

and fuel. Sensitizers are entrapped air bubbles or pockets within the explosive. 

        

Table 2.1 : Ingredients of blasting explosives 

The most common explosive used in Sri Lanka is Ammonium Nitrate Fuel Oil (ANFO) consists 

of small granules of ammonium nitrate (AN) coated with a special grade of fuel oil (FO). 

 

2.3  Blasting Geometry 

The explosive blasting using electrical detonators have to be carefully planned so as to achieve 

the desired results. Number of bore holes, their diameter and depth, spacing between the bore 

holes will be decided by the size of the burden and the final rock metal sizes to be achieved as a 

result of the blasting. Therefore, the blasting geometry has to be carefully planned by 

experienced and skilled persons in the industry. 

 

      Figure 2.3: Blasting geometry 

A typical example of three explosive blasting done at the Arangala blasting site by W.A. Perera 

& Company is given below. The drilling of bore hole details and the corresponding explosive 

charging are also given.  

 

H 

S 

B 

D 

T 

L 

J 

D = Diameter of the bore hole  

L = Depth of the bore hole  

H = Bench Height  

T = Stemming  

B = Burden  

S = Spacing  

J = Sub Drilling 
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DRILLING PARAMETERS 
Blast 

Number 01 

Blast 

Number 02 

Blast 

Number 03 

Diameter of a bore hole 64mm 64mm 64mm 

Depth of a bore hole 03m (10ft) 03m (10ft) 6m (20ft) 

Burden 1.45m (4.8ft) 1.45m (4.8ft) 1.83m (6ft) 

Spacing 1.52m (5.0ft) 1.52m (5.0ft) 2.2m (7ft) 

No. of bore holes 10 15 03 

      Table 2.2 Drilling Parameters 

Charging Parameters Blast Number 01 Blast Number 02 Blast Number 03 

Charge per hole 

Detonators 01 Nos. 01 Nos. 01No 

Gelignite 130g 130g 390g 

NH4NO3 1700g 1700g 6000g 

Charge per blast 

Detonators 10 Nos. 15 Nos. 03Nos. 

Gelignite 1.3Kg 1.95Kg 1.17Kg 

NH4NO3 17Kg 25.5Kg 18Kg 

                                                Table 2.3 Charging Parameters 

  

    Figure 2.4: Charged Bore Hole 

Primer Charge (Gelignite & 

Electric Detonator) 

Main Charge 

(ANFO) 

Detonating                

wire 

Stemming  

Electric 

Detonator 

Bore Hole 
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2.4  Detonator Circuit Arrangements 

The simplest and most convenient way to connect electric detonators is in series. If one or more 

detonator connections are faulty then the entire circuit will not fire, eliminating the possibility of 

having explosive in the broken rock after firing. Connection in series allows the entire circuit to 

be tested for continuity and resistance from a safe place. In a parallel circuit, in which each 

detonator is connected across two common wires, each detonator or set of detonators is 

independent of the others. The circuit resistance is lower but even if one of the connections is 

faulty the remainder will fire, resulting in unexploded charges in the muck pile. In general, 

detonator circuits are connected in a combination of series and parallel loops. 

  

   Figure 2.5: Series connected detonator circuits 

 

 

   Figure 2.6: Forward and reverse parallel detonator circuits  

 

   Figure 2.7: Forward and reverse parallel closed loop detonator circuits 

Since electrical detonators are designed to fire when electrical energy is supplied to them, any 

extraneous source of electrical current represents a potential source and a threat for initiation. 

Sources such as lightning, high voltage transmission power lines, radio transmitters and static 

electricity carries severe threats in unintentional and unanticipated firing and should be avoided. 
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There are also occurrences where the energy from lightening travels several miles as travelling 

waves along the power transmission lines and this too can represent an unsuspected source for 

initiation of electric detonators.  Direct and indirect lightening strokes could initiate the entire 

detonator circuit of a part of the circuit to fire. If there is any sign of thunder storms approaching or 

any probability of occurrence lightening, all electric detonation activities should be suspended. 

 

2.5 Literature Survey on different modeling methods 

There were three algorithms I analyzed in the modeling of electromagnetic fields around 

transmission lines. The features of the three algorithms I found in the literature survey are as 

follows. 

 

 2.5.1. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 

In this algorithm, the intelligence of the swarm is used to find the optimal arrangement of 

conductors that would produce minimum magnetic field near high voltage overhead power 

transmission lines. The PSO is a robust stochastic nonlinear evolutionary computation technique 

based on the movement and intelligence of swarms. PSO depends on the social interaction 

between independent agents, here called particles, during their search for the optimum solution 

using the concept of fitness. The fitness defines how well the position vector of each particle 

satisfies the requirements of the optimization problem[11]. 

  

It is noted that most buildings represent good conductors at 50/60 Hz frequency, and thus can 

shield the electric field. On the contrary, these buildings are almost transparent to magnetic 

fields. Based on that, only the magnetic field is minimized here, i.e., the magnetic field value is 

the fitness function. In fact, when we included both the magnetic and electric fields in the 

fitness function, we obtained essentially similar results to that when only the magnetic field is 

considered. 

The x and y components of the velocity and the position represented by the x, y coordinates, for 

each particle m, are updated by the following equations[7]. 

 

       
       =          

            
 (     

        
    )           

   (    
        

   ) 

   

       
       =       

         (     
  )  

 

       
       =          

           
 (     

        
    )           

   (    
        

   ) 
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       =       

         (     
  ) 

 

where superscripts t and t-1 are time indices of the current and the previous iterations, Un1 and 

Un2 are two different uniformly distributed random numbers in the interval {0,1}, w is the 

―inertial weight‖ in the range {0,1}, and pmn, gn are the personal and global best positions (the 

subscripts x, y refer to the x and y components), respectively. The parameters c1 and c2 are 

scaling factors of local and global bests; a value of 2 is a good choice for both parameters [7]. 

The subscript m is the particle number in the swarm while n indicates the parameter to be 

optimized, and the  time-step Δt is usually chosen to be one. 

 

2.5.1.1 Solution Algorithm 

The following algorithm minimizes the magnetic field under overhead transmission lines. 

 

I. Specify the constraints of the problem: minimum spacing between conductors, and 

limits of the region in which the particles will search for suitable arrangement of 

conductors (see Fig. 1). 

 

II. Distribute the particles (different arrangements of conductors) in the selected region, 

specify a time step for particle movement (here unity), initialize the population with a 

random velocity (v) vector (here zero initial velocity), and initialize the stop criterion 

with a value much smaller than 4.0 μT. Specify the maximum number of iterations that 

should not be exceeded. 

III. Evaluate the fitness function (here the magnetic field value) for each particle. 

 

IV. If the magnetic field value < the personal best value, then replace the personal best value 

by the new magnetic field value. 

 

V. If the magnetic field value < the global best value, then replace the global best value by 

the new magnetic field value. 

 

VI. If the fitness is ≤ the stop criterion or maximum number of iterations is reached, then 

stop; a solution is found. Otherwise, update position and velocity of particles according to 

(1) (c1=c2=2 and w=0.7), and go to step 3. 
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2.5.2 Finite Element Method 

 

In this method, a two-dimensional finite element model is built lateral to the transmission 

line. The potential distribution over each element is approximated by a polynomial. Instead of 

solving the field equations directly, the principle of minimum potential energy is used to obtain 

the potential distribution over the whole model. 

 

The ratio of the largest size to the smallest size in a finite element model of a transmission 

line is about 10,000. The circular boundary of the model has a radius of about 100 m, while 

the radius of the conductors is a few centimeters. Therefore, special attention must be paid to 

obtain a regular mesh with well-formed elements. This ensures an accurate solution of the field 

problem. Figure 1.3 shows part of the finite element m o d e l  a round  a set of the phase  

conductors  [12] .   

 

A mathematical model of electric fields (E) radiating around a transmission line is usually 

expressed in the wave equation (Helmholtz‘s   equation)   as   derived   from Faraday‘s law[1]. 

 

 

          Figure 2.8  Discretization of the System[12]  

A   mathematical    model   of   magnetic   fields   (B)   for transmission lines is performed in 

form of the magnetic field intensity (H), which related to the equation,  B = μH . This model  can  

be  characterized  by  using  the  wave  equation (Helmholtz‘s  equation)  derived  from  the 

Ampere‘s law[1]. 

 

(1) 

(2) 
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Due to the similarity between (1) and (2), formulation of the FEM used for the magnetic field 

problems is mathematically the same. One can point out this similarity by replacing the electric 

field (E) with the magnetic field intensity (H). This paper has considered the system governing 

by using the time harmonic mode and representing the electric field in complex form, E = Ee 
jωt

, 

therefore, 

 

employing the complex form of the electric fields and assuming that the system is excited with a 

single frequency source, Equation (1) can be transformed to an alternative form as follows.  

 

The overhead transmission lines are essentially unbounded. Applying Dirichlet constraints at an 

outer circular boundary surface at a finite distance from the transmission lines, the potential  

distribution  will  not  correspond  to  the  real distribution and will be somewhat compressed. 

The earth is supposed to have an infinite conductivity, yielding the electric field lines to be 

perpendicular to surface.It has to be mentioned that the unbounded system may be avoided using 

a special technique dealing with the open boundary problems[12]. The accuracy of the finite 

element solution depends not only on the element distribution, but also on the order of the finite 

element approach.  

2.5.3. Analytical Method 

This is the method that is used in modeling the electric and magnetic fields around the 

transmission lines in this research paper. The models are derived from fundamental principles of 

electromagnetism and possess high accuracy when compared with the field measuring values 

also. The electric field is modeled assuming the line conductors to be equivalent charges and the 

magnetic field is represented in the vectorial form in the analysis. 

 

2.6  Specification of a typical detonator 

The specification for Supreme short delay detonators used in Sri Lanka  is given as Annex 2. 
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                Chapter 3 

MODELING THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD AROUND 

TRANSMISSION LINE 

3.1 Electric Field Modeling 

 

3.1.1  Assumptions; 

1. The conductors are infinitely long and straight. 

2. The earth is a perfect conductor. 

3. The permittivity of air is independent of weather and equal to the permittivity of free 

space. 

4. Shielding effects from structures at ground potential are ignored. 

 

From Cuolomb‘s Law, for charges of Q1  &  Q2  , it is empirically derived that, 

  F  =  
  

     

        
     in Newtons 

Electric field intensity  E  is the vector force on a unit positive charge 

 

  E  =  
 
 
 

        E  =  
 

     
 
  ̂R  or         Er  =  

 

     
 
 

 
 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Figure 3.1 Field of a line charge (for an infinitely long conductor) 
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In a cylindrical coordinate system, as shown in the figure 3.1, the electrical field intensity,   E 

at any and every point resulting from a uniform line charge density     could be determined 

as follows. Incremental field at  P  due to incremental charge  

 

  dQ  =  qL dL  we have 

 

  dE  =  
    

      
    or 

 

  dEr  =    
 
 
      

      
    =   

 
 
  

      
  

 

 
 = 

           

       
 

 
Replacing R

2
= L

2
 + r

2
 and summing the contributors from every element of charge 
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3.1.2 Electric field and electric potential 

 

By definition of Potential difference, over a small length of        if the potential drop is    , 

 

 then        =    E .     

 

      E    =    
  

  
 

 

Components in x, y, z  direction 
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At any point      E  =   Ex  +    Ey  +   Ez 

 

               =   ,  *
  

  
+      *

  

  
+       *

  

  
+- 

 

   

 

            (3.2) 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  Figure 3.2  Incremental potential difference 

 

Potential Difference  

VB  -  VA      =   ∫ (
  

  
)

 

 
   dl 

 

*
  

  
+dl  = dV =  (grad V) . dl 

VA  -  VB      =   ∫          
 

 
. dl 

 

     Z components cancels off .  Hence,  

 

 

 

            (3.3) 
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E         =     ∇        
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For any infinitely long straight line charge 

                                                            qL    C/ unit length 

 

 

                                                                                                                
   

      Figure 3.3  Cylindrical Gaussian Surface 

 

For a suitable Gaussian Surface of concentric cylinder of radians   r,      

 

 

 

 

For evaluation of the potential (work done in bringing a unit charge from infinity) 

    

 

      

 P                               

 

  V      =   ∫  
 

 
 .dr   = (

  

    
) ln( r ) 

3.1.3 Addition of  Potential Line charges ; 

 

                      r2 

                         r3 

                                   

             

   

 

            

   Figure 3.4   Group of line charges 

For a group of line conductors, by using the principle of superposition,  

 

Vp    =   *
 

    
+(q1.ln ( r1 )+  q2 ln (r2)  + ………………..   qnln (rn) ) 

 

Considering the special case of when there are two line charges and they are equal and 

opposite, 

 

  Vp    =   *
 

    
+   ln ( r1 ) -  ln (r2)  }                    (3.4) 

 

E =  
𝒒𝐿

2π   
   

P 

𝒒𝟏 

𝒒𝟐 

𝒒𝟑 

𝒒𝒏 

r1  
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3.1.4 Modeling the line charges 

deq  =  D  √
   

 

 
 

D =  
 

    
 ⁄  

 ,       =                

D – Bundle Diameter 

d – sub conductor diameter  

r  – sub conductor radius 

N, n – no. of sub conductor 

S – sub conductor spacing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Figure 3.5  Multi-conductor line for calculation of Maxwell‘s potential coefficients 

Starting from Gauss‘s Law and from equation 3.3,  it can be derived that the potential of 

conductor 1 due to its own charge and its image charge with respective to ground, 

  V1,1      =    (
  

    
) ln( 
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   =    (
  

    
) ln 

                                     

                                     
 

   =     (
  

    
)      

 

      =    ln ( 
   

   
 ) – Maxwell‘s self-potential coefficient 

Similarly. 

V1,2      =    (
  

    
) ln 

                        

                         
 = (

  

    
) ln(         ) 

   =     (
  

    
)      

 

For a system of n conductors ( or phases) above ground, the potentials of conductors will be, 
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Vn  =  
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In Matrix form     [ ] n   =    [ ] n n  [ ] n      

 

[  ]    =   [           ] n        -     Potentials with respect to ground 

[  ] n  =   [           ] t      -     Conductor charges 

[ ] n n   -  Maxwell‘s Potential Matrix 

 

              =  
  

   
     (

   

  
)     for  i  =  j 

 

Considering x,y co-ordinate system, 
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    Iij = ⌊(        )
 
   (       )

 
 ⌋

 

 
    and   Lij = ⌊(        )

 
   (       )

 
 ⌋
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    for
  
 i     j 

 

And,                                                      

      Array of phase – earth voltage (kV) 

                [Q]    =    [P] 
-1

 [V] 

Line Charge                                Inverse of Maxwell Potential Matrix  (
 

 
) 

 

The capacitance matrix of the n-conductor system is; 

     [  ] nn    =       [ ]  
     =       [ ]   

 

 
 

   P11 P21 P31 -------- Pi 1 --------  Pn-I 1       Pn1   
   

   P12 P22 P32 

    

   P13 P23 P33 

 

    P24  

               [P]    = 
    

   P1j    Pij                      

 
    
 

P1n-1 

 

   P1n       Pnn  
            nxn 
 

 

Once the Potential Matrix is known, the inverse of the matrix, [P]
-1

  could be determined. 

Since, [P]
-1

   is known,  

              [Q]  =  [P] 
-1

 [V] could be determined . 
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3.1.5  Representation of line voltage in phasor form 

 

 Vi  = (             )                    i 

  

   Vi  =   
         

√ 
   cos  (  i)  +  j  

         

√ 
   sin  (  i)   

                         √   

           [ ]     =  (Vi) n x 1     kV 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Considering the real and imaginary components, 
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                     [Qre]  =  [P]
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3.1.6  Electrical field at a point in space 

For a line charge of Conductor  i   with its mirror image, 
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Figure 3.6  Electric field at a point in space due to charge q and its mirror image 
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The space potential is due to all conductors 1, 2, 3 ……. n 

 

VN    =     VN, 1  +  VN, 2  +  VN, 3  + ………………..   VN, n  =                        (3.5)       

 

       =    Vr N  +  j Vim N 

 

     |  |   =   (    
   +       

 ) 
1/2  

 

From equation 3.2, we have 

E    (x, y)   =  ∇  (x,y)  

 

Therefore, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Horizontal components and vertical components of  Ex , Ey  are calculated for all the conductors, 

1, 2, 3 ……. n 

 

  E   x    =       Ex, 1,  +  Ex, 2,  + …………  + Ex,  n =  

 

  E   y    =       Ey, 1,  +  Ey, 2,  + ………… + Ey, , n =  

 

  E   x    =       E   x,re  +  j E   x,im                             E   y    =       E   y,re  +  j E   y,im   

 

E   re    =       Ex, re  .    + Ey, re .       ,    –Unit vectors in the directions of  x & y 

E   im    =       Ex, im  .    + Ey, im .    
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3.1.7  Magnitude of   E 
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3.1.8  Calculation of potential 

 

 From equations 3.5 & 3.4. 
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Selection of the Transmission Line 

 

 

Formulate Theoretical Basis & 

Background 

 

Determine the Voltage & line 

Configurations 

 

Determine Design Details 

 

 

Determine Average Ground Clearance 

 

Any reason to depart from flat ground 

case? 

 

  No         Yes 
Adjust 

Calculate the Maxwell‘s Potential 

Equation  

 

Calculate the Line Change for each 

Conductor 

Calculate and Plot the Electric Field 

Profile 

Calculate and Plot the Space Potential 

Profile 

Data Available: 
 

 structure geometry 

 conductor parameters 

 earthwire parameters 

 stringing  data 

 design minimum ground clearance 

From the line profile if at a 

particular point otherwise use an 

average figure as for new lines 

For irregular terrain or other 

considerations in profile 

 3.1.9 Flow chart for modeling & simulation of electric field around transmission line 

 

Figure 3.7  Flow diagram for electric    

field modeling and simulation 

For this particular condition 

MATLAB software is used 
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3.1.10  Transmission line data 

Transmission line data, like the minimum clearance from ground, height of conductors at the 

tower level, the length of the basic span, distance of conductors from the tower center, 

number of conductors, conductor spacing in the bundle and the conductor diameter were 

considered in developing the model. Data for Three tower types, TDL, TDL+6 and TDL+12 

used in Sri Lanka are given in Table 3.1 and 3.2 for 132kV and 220kV lines.  

 

 

 Table 3.1  220kV double circuit transmission line data 

dimension code on 

diagram 
Voltage 

tower type 
units 

conductor direction TDL TDL+6 TDL+12 

earth wire 

horizontal from tower 

centre 

Double 

EW 
220kV 6720 6720 6720 mm 

vertical above bottom 

phase 
ey  19925 19925 19925 mm 

top phase 

horizontal from tower 

centre 
tx  6720 6720 6720 mm 

vertical above bottom 

phase 
ty  11375 11375 11375 mm 

middle 

phase 

horizontal from tower 

centre 
mx  6900 6900 6900 mm 

vertical above bottom 

phase 
my  5800 5800 5800 mm 

bottom 

phase 

horizontal from tower 

centre 
bx  7800 7800 7800 mm 

 Ground to Bottom Phase -  17710 23710 29710 mm 

Minimum Ground 

Clearance 
  7010 13010 19010 mm 

conductor 

bundle 

Number of conductors 
 

 2 2 2 
 

Spacing 
 

 200 200 200 mm 

Diameter 
 

 28.62 (ACSR, Zebra) mm 

Figure 3.8 Transmission line parameters 
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Dimensions Code on 

diagram 
Voltage 

tower type 
units 

Conductor Direction TDL TDL+6 TDL+12 

Earth wire 

horizontal from tower 

centre 

Double 

EW 
132kV 3660 3660 3660 mm 

vertical above bottom 

phase 
ey  14290 14290 14290 mm 

Top phase 

horizontal from tower 

centre 
tx  3660 3660 3660 mm 

vertical above bottom 

phase 
ty  8530 8530 8530 mm 

Middle 

phase 

horizontal from tower 

centre 
mx  3705 3705 3705 mm 

vertical above bottom 

phase 
my  4230 4230 4230 mm 

Bottom 

phase 

horizontal from tower 

centre 
bx  4010 4010 4010 mm 

Ground to Bottom 

Phase 
-  15235 21235 27235 mm 

Minimum Ground 

Clearance 
  6700 12700 18700 mm 

Conductor 

in bundle 

number of conductors 
 

 2 2 2 
 

Spacing 
 

 200 200 200 mm 

Diameter 
 

 28.62 (ACSR, Zebra) mm 

 

 Table 3.2  132kV double circuit transmission line data 

 

33kV Vertical Double Circuit  

Dimensions Max. Min. units 

Conductor Direction 

Top phase 
horizontal from tower centre 3.0 2.5 m 

vertical  to bottom 3.0 2.4 m 

middle phase 
horizontal from tower centre 3 2.5 m 

vertical  to bottom 1.5 1.2 m 

Bottom  phase 
horizontal from tower centre      3.2 2.7 m 

vertical  to ground  13 6.5 m 

conductor 

number of conductors 1 1  

diameter 12.3/19.6 mm 

vertical  to ground 13 6.5 m 

     

   Table 3.3  33kV  Double circuit transmission line data 
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Dimensions for 

Horizontal Formation 
Max. Min. Units 

Conductor Direction 

Right phase 
horizontal from tower centre 0.95 0.95 

m 

vertical  to ground 13 5 
m 

middle phase 
horizontal from tower centre 0 0 

m 

vertical  to ground 13 5 
m 

Left  phase 
horizontal from tower centre 0.95 0.95 

m 

vertical  to ground  13 5 
m 

conductor 
number of conductors 1 1 

 

diameter 12.3 mm 

 

        Table 3.4  33kV  horizontal configuration line data 

 

Triangular Formation 

Dimensions Max. Min. Units 

Conductor Direction 

Top phase 
horizontal from tower centre 0 0 m 

vertical  to lower phase 2.0 2.0 m 

Lower left phase 
horizontal from tower centre 1.6 1.6 m 

vertical  to ground 13 6.5 m 

Lower right  phase 
horizontal from tower centre 1.6 1.6 m 

vertical  to ground 13 6.5 m 

conductor 
number of conductors 1 1 

 

diameter 12.3 mm 

 

      Table 3.5  33kV  triangular configuration line data 

 

3.1.11 Average conductor height above ground 

The input for field calculation requires an ―average conductor height‖ - which is determined 

by ground clearance (at certain load conditions) and sag (at the same set of conditions).It is 

assumed that the ground is flat unless there is sufficient information available to make an 

assessment for the case being considered. 
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It can be shown (using parabolic equations) that the average conductor sag is 2/3 of overall 

sag when measured from the points of attachment. Alternatively, the average conductor 

height is equal to ground clearance at the low point of the parabola, plus 1/3 sag. Conductor 

electrical loading (calculated or assumed) causes a conductor temperature rise above ambient 

but the temperature will normally remain below that corresponding to maximum design load 

(minimum (design) ground clearance is based on this maximum load). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Table 3.6  Typical input data for electric and magnetic field calculations 

 

3.1.11.1  Average height  above ground  = (minimum ground  clearance  at max design  

temperature) + (additional height  due to assumed  operating temperature below max 

design  temperature) + (1/3 sag at that assumed operating temperature). 

 

 

 

Typical Inputs for Field Calculations  

 

Input 
 

Existing Line 
Typical Values for     

220kV D/C lines 
 

(a) Reference height for field calculations: 
 

    Known  
 

      1m 
 

(b) Overhead Earthwire  data: 
 

- No. of wires 
 

Known 
 

     2 

 

- X and Y coordinates of each wire 
 

       Known  
 

    6.72m, 31.56m 

 

- size (diameter) of wires 
 

Known 
 

      18.2mm 

 

(c) Phase Conductor data: 

 

- No. of phase conductors 
 

Known 
 

4 
 

- X ,Y coordinates-bundle/conductor 
 

       Known 
Considered for Each phase 

separately 
 

- size (diameter) of wires 
 

Known 
 

28.62mm 
 

- sub-conductor spacing 
 

Known 
 

200mm 
 

(e) Voltage details for Conductors: 
  

 

- phase to phase voltage 
 

Known 
 

        220kV 
 

- phase angle 
 

Known 
 

0, 120, 240 
 

(e) Current details for Conductors: 
  

 

- current and direction in each wire 
 

      Known 
Considered for Each phase 

separately 
 

- phase angle for each current 
 

      Known 
 

0, 120, 240 
 

(f) Earths conductivity 
 

  Known / Assumed 
 

0.001 – 0.002     ⁄  
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Figure 3.9  The average height above ground  calculation for 220kV lines 

 

Voltage 

(kV) 

Basic Span 

(m) 

Ground 

Clearance (m) 
Buffer (m) 

Sag @ EDS 

(Everage Daily 

Stress)(m) 

Sag @ Maximum 

Temperature 

(75oC)(m) 

Average 

Ground 

Clearance 

(m) 

220 350 7 0.3 8.637 10.316 11.558 

132 300 6.7 0.3 6.214 7.793 10.350 

33 300 5.5 0.3 5.255 6.812 8.808 

Table  3.7  Calculation of average ground clearance 

3.1.12  Simulations using MATLAB 

Once all the data was available, MATLAB programming was used for determining the 

electric field profiles. MATLAB is a programming language that is widely used as a tool for 

numerical computation and visualization. It was originally designed for solving linear algebra 

type problems using matrices. Its name is derived from MATrix LABoratory. For array based 

input data, MATLAB is a handy tool for rigorous and complicated calculations. 

The MATLAB code written for 220kV double circuit twin zebra configuration is attached as 

Annex 3. Some of the profiles drawn are given below. The model develop can accommodate 

Ground Level 

Conductor at 

maximum design 

temperature 

 
Design ground 

clearance 

Increased 

clearance due 

to temperature 

reduction 

Conductor at reduced 

temperature 
Average conductor height 

Min. ground 

clearance  

7.01 m 

1m 

350m 

mm 

17.2m 
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any number of conductors in any configuration and takes the effect of earth conductors also 

into consideration in calculations. 

 

Figure 3.10  Electric field variation with height above ground  

 

            Figure 3.11  3D scheme of electric field variation for 132kV D/C configuration  
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 Figure 3.12  Electric field variation for 220kV double circuit line 1m above ground  

Similarly, electric field profiles can be drawn with the line data for 132kV and 33kV. 

 

 Figure 3.13  Electric field variation for 132kV double circuit line 1m above ground 
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Figure 3.14  Electric field variation for 33kV double circuit, triangular and horizontal 

configurations, 1m above ground 

Similarly, potential variation profile in space could be  calculated with the use of above 

transmission line data. 

 

Figure 3.15  Space potential variation for 220kV and 132kV double circuit lines 1m above ground 
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3.2 Magnetic field modeling 
  

3.2.1  Assumptions;  

 

1. The conductors are infinitely long and straight. 

2. The permeability of air is independent of the weather and equal to the permeability of free 

space. 

3. Shielding effects from structures at ground potential are ignored. 

  

By the application of Biot-Savart‘s law we could derive the magnetic field ‗B‘ at a point ‗P‘ 

distant ‗r‘ from an infinitely long Straight line conductor carrying a current ‗I‘ is given by [1] 

 

 

 

 

                 P 

  

                                 r 

 

                                                      I  

                                                                                                         

            

                Figure 3.16  An infinitely long conductor carrying current I  

 

The direction of B is circumferential, i.e.normal to the plane of the paper, and coming out of 

it, we have 

 

                                  B x (2   =     

 

i.e. the vector B multiplied by the length of the contour, is propotional to the current in the 

wire. 

 

From Ampere‘s law we define the vector H-magnetic field intensity, such that; 

 

          

 

 Hence in general,      

 

 

𝐁 =
μ0 𝐈

2π 
 

𝐇 =
𝑩

𝜇
                 =  𝑩 𝜇0    f            

𝐇 =
𝐈

2π 
 

 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 
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3.2.2  Modeling for ‘n’ number of conductors 

                                 Y 

                                                                         i
th

 - conductor 

              (xi , yi ) 

      

                          

                                    (xj , yj )  

                        Hji            j is the observation point 

                  z                                                                                                    x 

 Figure 3.17  Coordinate system for magnetic field calculations 

Considering only one conductor, in vectorial notation, 

 

 

Ø     is the unit vector in the direction of the product of the vector current and the vector 

segment      .The unit vector is equal to; 

 

 

 

       ,        are the unit vectors in x, y directions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                is the direct distance from  i 
th

 conductor to the  point of interest. 

 

 

H    𝑗𝑖 =
𝐈    ᵢ   𝐫 𝒋𝒊

 𝜋 𝐫 𝒊𝒋
  =

𝐈ᵢ 

 𝜋   𝑖𝑗
     𝑖𝑗 

  𝑖𝑗 =       
  𝑖     𝑗

   𝑖𝑗
    𝐮    𝒙      

  𝑖     𝑗

  𝑖𝑗
    𝐮    𝒚 

H    𝑗   =       

𝑛

𝑖= 

Iᵢ 

 𝜋   𝑖𝑗
    𝑖𝑗          

                                                                   

                     B j  =  𝜇𝑎𝑖𝑟   H 𝑗 

Where    𝑟𝑖𝑗  =  √ (       )
 
  (       )

 
 

Magnetic field intensity 

j 
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3.2.3  Considering the effects of earth’s return currents ; 

 

 The magnetic field produced by each conductor and its earth return is expressed by; 

 

 H        
=     

 

 = 

Iᵢ 

      
    .    

 

 
 .

Iᵢ 

     
/   

 
/         

́     

        

    =  √                 

 

   – angular frequency       μ – permeability of earth  

 σ – Earth’s Conductivity 0.001 – 0.002     ⁄  

                        

 

        
  =  √ (       )

 
 (           

 

 
 )

  

 

 

          
́    =     [ 

        
 
 

    
]   ̂        . 

       

    
 /  ̂     

 

3.2.4   Resultant effect of  magnetic field intensity; 

 

    =      

 

 = 

 ᵢ 

       
                  

 

 = 

 ᵢ 

       
  (      .

 

       
 /

 

)       
́     

 

            =   H           ̂        H           ̂      

 

 H        =   H            H             

                  H       =   H            H            
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 H         =   H                  H                                       H  = √H         H              

         

 H         =   H                   H                               H   = √H          H         ) 

 

                      =  √H         H         H         H         

 

3.2.5  Representation of line currents in phasor form 

 

 

 

 

                                                  [ ]     =  (Ii) n x 1     A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further, from the earlier derivation in equation 3.5,  

      

 

       [B] =  
 

  
 [H]        (3.7) 

  

       Ii   =  phasor representation of phase current 

                       =  𝐈𝒑𝒉 𝒓𝒎𝒔  𝐜𝐨𝐬   𝒊   𝐣 𝐈𝒑𝒉 𝒓𝒎𝒔  𝐬𝐢𝐧  𝒊 

        H = µ B 

  

    Ia1  

    Ib 1 

    Ic 1 

                  [I]n    =  

  
    

    Icn 
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Selection of Existing Transmission Line 

 

 

Determine Design Details 

 

 

Select the Load 

 

 

Formulate Theoretical Basis & 

Background  

 

 

Determine Average Ground Clearance 

 

Any reason to depart from flat ground 

Case? 

 

No  Yes 

Adjust 

 

Calculate the Magnetic Field Intensity 

and Flux Density taking earth return 

currents into considerations  

 

Simulate and Plot the Magnetic Field 

Profile  

Data Available: 
 

 structure geometry 

 conductor parameters 

 earthwire parameters 

 stringing  data 

 design minimum ground clearance 

Available from system 

control centre data. 

From the line profile if at a 

particular point otherwise use an 

average figure as for new lines 

For irregular terrain or other 

considerations 

For this particular condition 

MATLAB software is used 

 3.2.6 Flow chart for modeling & simulation of magnetic field around transmission line 

Figure 3.18  Flow diagram for magnetic 

field modeling and simulation 
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3.2.7  Simulation of magnetic field profiles using MATLAB 

 Using the line configuration data used for electric field modeling, magnetic field profiles 

could be simulated using MATLAB programming. The MATLAB code written for 220kV 

double circuit twin zebra configuration is attached as Annex 4. Some of the profiles drawn 

are given below. The model develop can accommodate any number of conductors in any 

configuration and takes the effect of earth conductors also into consideration in calculations. 

The model also takes the earth return currents into account. 

 

       Figure 3.19  Magnetic field variations with respective to height  and distance  

 

 Figure 3.20  3D scheme of magnetic field variations for 220kV D/C configuration 
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   Figure 3.21  Magnetic field variation for 220kV double circuit line 1m above ground 

 

Figure 3.22  Magnetic field variation for 132kV double circuit line 1m above ground 
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Figure 3.23  Magnetic field variations for 33kV for triangular, vertical double circuit and horizontal 

configurations 1m above ground 
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                             Chapter 4 

Measuring the field values physically under the transmission 

lines and shielding of the fields  

4.1 Measuring the electric field under the transmission lines 

Once the model for the electric field around transmission line was developed, it was required to 

measure the electric field values physically in the field in order to verify the accuracy of the 

model. The sites for measuring electric field were selected so to avoid any shielding effects from 

other structures and bushes at ground potential. Therefore, even terrains like paddy fields and flat 

grounds were selected avoiding irregular bushy terrains as much as possible. 

Locations with nearby transmission lines which could interfere with the measuring fields were 

also avoided. Clear terrains of at least 200m width were selected for taking measurements. The 

following figure shows such a location selected for taking measurement for 220kV transmission 

line. 

 

Figure 4.1  Location selected for taking measurements in 220kV line. 
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4.1.1 Instruments used for measuring 

For measuring the electric fields, AC Electric Field Meter Model ACEF manufactured by Alhpa 

Lab Inc., USA and the meter measures AC electric field in the vertical direction (same direction 

as the long axis of the meter). Absolute accuracy of the instrument at 40 Hz – 1 KHz is +/-2% of 

the reading +/- 1 count (1 count is 1 volt per meter). When taking measurements, the meter was 

kept at distant as possible from the body in order for measuring the unperturbed electric field as 

closely as possible. 

For measuring the conductor heights, FLUKE 421D Laser Distance Meter was used. The 

accuracy of the meter is + 1.5mm.  

 

Figure 4.2 Taking measurements under the transmission lines keeping the e-field meter as 

distant as possible, 1m above ground.  

4.1.2 Recording the measurements 

  The electric field measurements taken were recorded along with the values of voltages and 

currents in the circuits, line configurations, line conductor height etc. The following Table 4.1 

gives the recorded measurements for Kotugoda – Veyangoda 220kV double circuit twin zebra 

transmission line. 
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TX  Line: Kotugoda - Veyangoda Date : 23.05.2014 

Transmission line Voltage & configuration : 220kV double circuit twin zebra 

 Line Currents :    670A, 780A                        Line Conductor height (Lowest Phase): 8.6 m 

Distance 

from 

centre 

(m)     

Right Distance 

from 

centre 

(m)     

Left 

Electric 

field 

(V/m) 

Distance 

(m) 

   Electric 

field 

(V/m) 

   Electric 

field 

(V/m) 

Distance 

(m) 

      Electric 

field (V/m) 

0 3502 13.0 1700 0 3502 -13.0 1700 

0.5 3472 13.5 1357 -0.5 3580 -13.5 1450 

1.0 3650 14.0 1290 -1.0 3550 -14.0 1200 

1.5 3750 14.5 1240 -1.5 3700 -14.5 1100 

2.0 3850 15.0 1100 -2.0 3900 -15.0 1025 

2.5 3980 15.5 1025 -2.5 4000 -15.5 890 

3.0 4300 16.0 893 -3.0 4200 -16.0 850 

3.5 4450 16.5 685 -3.5 4400 -16.5 690 

4.0 4650 17.0 550 -4.0 4600 -17.0 600 

4.5 4980 17.5 450 -4.5 4900 -17.5 490 

5.0 5200 18.0 395 -5.0 5010 -18.0 400 

5.5 5250 18.5 365 -5.5 5200 -18.5 380 

6.0 5200 19.0 266 -6.0 5250 -19.0 238 

6.5 5275 19.5 208 -6.5 5175 -19.5 202 

7.0 5150 20 189 -7.0 5100 -20.0 185 

7.5 4896   -7.5 4700   

8.0 4560   -8.0 4650   

8.5 4250   -8.5 4200   

9.0 3940   -9.0 4000   

9.5 3640   -9.5 3800   

10 3210   -10 3450  
 

10.5 3000   -10.5 3050  
 

11.0 2800   -11.0 2700  
 

11.5 2400   -11.5 2450  
 

12.0 2250   -12.0 2200  
 

12.5 1980   -12.5 1900  
 

 

Table 4.1  Electric field measurements for Kotugoda – Veyangoda 220kV line. 
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 4.1.3 Plotting the profiles of measured electric field values vs modeled values 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

Figure 4.3 Electric field profiles comparing the modeled and measured values for 220kV double circuit 

configuration 

 

 

 

     Figure 4.4  Electric field profiles comparing the modeled and measured values for 132kV 

double circuit configuration 

 

8.6m 

7.7m 

Maximum Deviation = 80V 
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Figure 4.5  Electric field profiles comparing the modeled and measured values for 33kV double 

circuit configuration 

 

4.1.3 Comparison of the measured values and the modeled values and verification of 

model 

The field profiles comparing the measured values and the modeled values for electric field are 

drawn in figures 4.4 and 4.5 for 220kV and 132kV double circuit twin zebra conductor and in 

figure 4.6 for 33kV double circuit raccoon conductor. The field Measurement data for 132kV 

Kotugoda - Katunayake and 33kV Bolawatta - Nattandiya double circuit transmission lines are 

given in Annex 5 and Annex 6 respectively.  

The deviations between measured and modeled values are primarily due to interference of the 

person taking measurement with the electric field during the measuring process, changes in the 

medium of air such as moisture, wind speed etc. During the measuring process the 50Hz electric 

field which is easily vulnerable for disturbances is disturbed while the modeled electric field 

represents the unperturbed electric field. 

The profiles drawn verify that the measured values are very close to the modeled values and the 

profile shapes are the same. Since the electric field models developed for 220kV, 132kV and 

33kV matches with the measured values, the accuracy of the model developed is amply verified. 

 

5.4m 
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4.2  Measuring the magnetic field under the transmission lines 

Developing the magnetic field around transmission and the traces of field profiles was discussed 

in detail in chapter 3. Hence,  it was required to measure the magnetic field values physically in 

the field in order to verify the accuracy of the model. The sites for measuring magnetic  field were 

also selected as per the electric fields, avoiding shielding effects from other structures and bushes 

at ground potential. Therefore, even terrains like paddy fields and flat grounds were selected 

avoiding irregular bushy terrains as much as possible. 

Clear terrains of at least 200m width were selected for taking measurements. It is also noteworthy 

that the 50Hz magnetic field is not perturbed easily unlike the electric fields of the same 

frequency. The following figure shows taking magnetic field measurements for 220kV 

transmission line. 

 

Figure 4.6 Taking magnetic field measurements under the transmission lines 1m above 

ground. 

4.2.1 Instruments and recording of measurements 

For measuring the magnetic fields, Tri-axial ELF Magnetic Field Meter of Model SK-8301 

manufactured by Kaise Corporation, Japan and the meter measures AC electric field in the 

vertical direction (same direction as the long axis of the meter).  
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TX  Line: Kotugoda - Veyangoda Date : 27 .05.2014 

Transmission line Voltage & configuration : 220kV double circuit twin zebra 

 Line Currents :    780A, 860A                         Line Conductor height (Lowest Phase): 8.6 m 

Distance 

from 

centre 

(m)     

Right Distance 

from 

centre 

(m)     

Left 

   Mag. 

Field  

(  ) 

Distance 

(m) 

   Mag. 

Field  

(  ) 

   Mag. 

Field  (  ) 

Distance 

(m) 

   Mag. Field  

(  ) 

0 10.6 13.0 17.6 0 10.6 -13.0 16.67 

0.5 10.8 13.5 17.0 -0.5 10.9 -13.5 16.0 

1.0 11.5 14.0 16.8 -1.0 10.8 -14.0 15.2 

1.5 12.4 14.5 16.0 -1.5 11.4 -14.5 14.6 

2.0 13.4 15.0 15.4 -2.0 12.1 -15.0 14.0 

2.5 14.5 15.5 14.8 -2.5 13.1 -15.5 13.55 

3.0 15.7 16.0 14.0 -3.0 14.2 -16.0 13.0 

3.5 17.0 16.5 13.5 -3.5 15.3 -16.5 12.5 

4.0 18.5 17.0 13.1 -4.0 16.5 -17.0 12.0 

4.5 20.0 17.5 12.5 -4.5 17.45 -17.5 11.8 

5.0 21.0 18.0 12.0 -5.0 18.56 -18.0 11.2 

5.5 22.0 18.5 11.5 -5.5 19.6 -18.5 10.5 

6.0 22.9 19.0 11.1 -6.0 20.6 -19.0 10.3 

6.5 23.5 19.5 11.5 -6.5 21.4 -19.5 9.7 

7.0 24.0 20 10.5 -7.0 21.8 -20.0 9.5 

7.5 24.4 20.5 10.0 -7.5 22.0 -20.5 9.2 

8.0 24.5 21.0 9.8 -8.0 22.2 -21.0 8.8 

8.5 24.3 21.5 95 -8.5 21.95 -21.5 8.5 

9.0 24.0 22.0 90 -9.0 21.7. -22.0 8.2 

9.5 23.5 22.5 88 -9.5 21.3 -22.5 7.9 

10 23.0 23.0 80.1 -10 20.73 -23.0 7.6 

10.5 22.0 23.5 82 -10.5 20.12 -23.5 7.4 

11.0 21.5 24.0 79 -11.0 19.47 -24.0 7.1 

11.5 20.2 24.5 79 -11.5 18.7 -24.5 7.0 

12.0 19.5 25.0 78 -12.0 18.0 -25.0 6.9 

12.5 18.84   -12.5 17.27   

 

Table 4.2  Magnetic field measurements for Kotugoda – Veyangoda 220kV line. 
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The accuracy of the instrument at 50/60Hz is +/-2% rdg and the resolution is .01  . When 

taking measurements, the meter was kept as distant as possible from the body in order for 

measuring the unperturbed magnetic field. For measuring the conductor heights, FLUKE 

421D Laser Distance Meter was used. The accuracy of the meter is + 1.5mm.  

  The magnetic field measurements taken were recorded along with the values of currents in the 

circuits, line configurations, line conductor height etc. The following Table 4.3 gives the 

recorded measurements for Kotugoda – Veyangoda 220kV double circuit twin zebra 

transmission line. 

 

4.2.2  Plotting the profiles of measured magnetic field values vs modeled values 

 

 

Figure 4.7  Magnetic field profiles comparing the modeled and measured values for 220kV 

double circuit configuration 
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Figure 4.8  Magnetic field profiles comparing the modeled and measured values for 132kV 

double circuit configuration 

Similarly, for 132kV double circuit twin zebra conductor and for 33kV double circuit raccoon 

conductor transmission lines, the field measurement data are given in Annex 7 and Annex 8 

respectively. Magnetic field profiles for 132kV and 33kV are given below. 

 

 

Figure 4.9  Magnetic field profiles comparing the modeled and measured values for 33kV double 

circuit configuration 
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4.2.3 Comparison of the measured values and the modeled values and verification of 

model 

The field profiles comparing the measured values and the modeled values for magnetic field are 

drawn in figures 4.7 and 4.8 for 220kV and 132kV double circuit twin zebra conductors 

respectively and in figure 4.9 for 33kV double circuit raccoon conductor. The deviations between 

measured and modeled values are primarily due to changes in the currents during measuring 

process, changes in the medium of air such as moisture, wind speed etc. The current readings are 

the average value of the initial and final values measured at the grid substations. 

The profiles drawn verify that the measured values are very close to the modeled values and the 

profile shapes are the same. Since the magnetic field models developed for 220kV, 132kV and 

33kV matches with the measured values, the accuracy of the models developed are amply 

verified. 

4.3 Shielding the electromagnetic field under transmission lines 

4.3.1 Shielding the electric field 

One method to minimize the effects of the electric field is to shield the area of interest from the 

high-voltage conductors of transmission line. The direct exposure to the transmission line in the 

close proximity will cause the electric field emitting to have a large influence on the detonator 

circuits. Shielding reduces the electric field and consequently its effects. Different shielding 

methods represent alternative means of reaching specific objectives. 

The two main methods are shielding by a vertical grid of grounded wires and horizontal grid of 

grounded wires. Shielding efficiency, SE, may be defined, as shown in Eq. 4.1:  

 

    SE = 
         

   
          (4.1) 

where Es is the electric field at ground with the shield present and Eu is the unperturbed electric 

field without the shield [9].   

4.3.1.1 Shielding by a vertical grid of grounded wires 

Reduction of the ground level electric field off the edge of a transmission-line right-of-way may 

be achieved with a vertical, fence-like set of parallel Wires. 

The geometry of a vertical grid is shown in Figure 4.10. The design parameters considered are the 

following: 
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 Lr   = distance to the location to be shielded from center line  

 Lg   = position of electrostatic fence from centerline  

 Hmax  = height above ground of the top wire  

 Hmin  = height above ground of the bottom wire  

  n   = number of wires       d = diameter of the wires  

 Si   = spacing between the wire i and the wire i + l  

 

Figure 4.10  Geometry of a vertical grid [9].  

 

A modified concept of shielding efficiency was found of more practical application: 

                              SE = 
  ̃       ̃    

  ̃    
  =  

     ̃    

  ̃    
       (4.2) 

where   ̃     and   ̃     are calculated at the point where the shielding efficiency is calculated,   ̃     is 

the field induced by the grid charges and   ̃    , is the unperturbed field at the grid location. The 

functions Eu(X) and Es(X) depend in a complicated way on the characteristics of the line (flat, 

delta, vertical, double circuit). Shielding efficiency for vertical grids are determined using design 

curves which are commonly available in transmission line reference books. 

 

4.3.1.2 Designing a vertical grid of grounded wires 

The vertical grid shield design shall be explained in relation to a practical problem that surfaced 

during the construction of the Outer Circular High-Way at Kaduwela where a rock was found in 

construction pathway close to the 132kV transmission line.  

 

The Geological and Mines Bureau (GSMB) requested that the electric field to be reduced for the 

operation of detonators by a designing a vertical shield for safe operations. The main threat for 

unintentional firing was suspected to be the large electric field present in the close proximity of 

the 132kV transmission line.  
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 Figure 4.11  The Kaduwela Outer Circular Highway construction site 

 

The design procedure is illustrated in the following calculations.  

1. As per the measured values and derived values from the model, the unperturbed field in the 

area 10m away from the Tr. Line center is E'r. = 1.2 kV/m. This field to be reduced to below 

0.2kV/m. The height  of lowest conductor of 132kV tr.line, H = 10.5 m.  

 

2. Lr = 10m. Design rule suggests that the distance Lr - Lg be one-third of the average height of 

the grid. The minimum height is to be 6m for vehicular movements below the grid. 

Lg  =  7 m for  Hmax  =  12 m 

Lg    =  6 m for Hmax  =  18 m  

 

3.      =  2.5 kV/m   for Lg = 7 m (Hmax = 12 m) 

      =  3 kV/m   for Lg = 6 m (Hmax = 18 m) 

 

4. Let the desired field be lower than Emax = 0.2 kV/ m. The desired shielding efficiency is 

 

  SE (3) = 
    0  

   
  = 0.4    for  Hmax  = 12 m  ( from 4.2) 

 

  SE (4) = 
 

 
  = 0.33         for   Hmax  = 18 m 
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5. We choose d =  0.95 cm (3/8 in.). Hmin  =  6 m 

 

From the shielding efficiency curve (Figure 4.12) for 6m to 12m(Hmax  = 12 m), it is observed 

that a shielding efficiency of 0.4 can be achieved with three (3) wire vertical grid placed at a 

distance of 7m away from line center and 3m from the burden. It is also observed that a 

shielding efficiency of 0.5 can be achieved with five (5) wire vertical grid placed at the same 

distance. It appears that field present at the location is fully covered. Hence we choose, five 

wire grid for better shielding The wires are uniformly spaced. 

 

Hence,  Hmax = 12 m, , d(Lr --Lg)  = 3  m, SE= 0.40 for n =5 

 

 

6. The 5-wire grid from 6 to 12 m is chosen. 

 

It is observed from the shielding efficiency curves that the efficiency for 5 wire mesh grid at a 

distance of 7m away from the grid is 0.5. This way all the points beyond the shield are kept 

below the desired electric field of  0.2kV/m. 

 

 

Figure 4.12  Shielding efficiency of vertical grids of Wires[6] 
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7. Final design of the vertical mesh grid incorporating all the above steps. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                           Figure 4.13  Vertical grid shield of equally spaced wires 

 

4.3.1.3 Shielding by a horizontal grid of grounded wires 

A horizontal grid of grounded wires can provide effective shielding under it. This type of 

shielding is effective especially under the transmission lines. Generally thee horizontal grid 

concepts are applied to an infinite grid of parallel wires uniformly spaced at a constant height. It 

is assumed that the field is induced by high voltage conductors far from the grid and the ground. 

A perfect shield over a plane would be another plane at zero potential. 

The shielding efficiency of an infinite grid, S    , is defined as 

 

Where, R is the wire size, H is the grid height and S is the spacing of conductors. 

The shielding efficiency under a finite grid may be considered as the product of two factors. The 

first factor is the shielding efficiency of an infinite grid, S  . The second factor is the reduction 

of shielding efficiency because of the edge effects. The dominant independent variable in this 

case is the ratio of horizontal position to shield grid height. 

3m 

20 m 

 Burden 

6m 
12 m 
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Figure 4.14   Edge factor for horizontal grid of shield wires [6]. 

 

                                    SE(X) = S   . f   (
 

 
)      

The values of f (X/H) were determined from a number of computed and measured solutions and 

are shown in Figure 4.11.The field under the shield is then 

Es(X) = Eu *         (
 

 
)+

 

 

 

4.3.2 Shielding the magnetic field 

There are two basic 50Hz magnetic field mitigation (reduction) methods: passive and active. 

Passive magnetic field mitigation includes rigid magnetic shielding with ferromagnetic and highly 

conductive materials, and the use of passive shield wires installed near transmission lines that 

generate opposing cancellation fields from electromagnetic induction. Varying magnetic 

fields generate eddy currents that act in order to cancel the applied magnetic field. The result is 

that a part of the magnetic radiation is reflected from the surface of the conductor, a part of the 

field is absorbed inside, and a part of it penetrates the shield. 

Several factors serve to limit the shielding capability of real magnetic shields. One is that, due to 

the electrical resistance of the conductor, the excited field does not completely cancel the incident 

field. Also, most conductors exhibit a ferromagnetic response to low-frequency magnetic fields, 

so that such fields are not fully attenuated by the conductor. Any holes in the shield force current 

to flow around them, so that fields passing through the holes do not excite opposing 

electromagnetic fields. These effects reduce the field-reflecting capability of the shield. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_field
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_field
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eddy_current
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_resistance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferromagnetism
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For slowly varying, such as 50Hz magnetic fields, shields made of high magnetic 

permeability metal alloys can be used, such as sheets of Perm alloy and Mu-Metal, or with Nano-

crystalline grain structure ferromagnetic metal coatings. These materials do not block the 

magnetic field, as with electric shielding, but rather draw the field into themselves, providing a 

path for the magnetic field lines around the shielded volume. The best shape for magnetic shields 

is thus a closed container surrounding the shielded volume. The effectiveness of this type of 

shielding depends on the material's permeability, which generally drops off at both very low 

magnetic field strengths and at high field strengths where the material becomes saturated. So to 

achieve low residual fields, magnetic shields often consist of several enclosures one inside the 

other, each of which successively reduces the field inside it. 

Because of the above limitations of passive shielding, an alternative used with low-frequency 

fields is active shielding; using a field created by electromagnets to cancel the ambient field 

within a volume. Solenoids and Helmholtz coils are types of coils that can be used for this 

purpose. Active magnetic field mitigation uses electronic feedback to sense a varying 50Hz 

magnetic field, then generates a proportionally opposing (nulling) cancellation field within a 

defined area (room or building) surrounded by cancellation coils. Ideally, when the two opposing 

180-degree out- of-phase magnetic fields of equal magnitude intersect, the resultant magnetic 

field is completely cancelled (nullified). This technology has been successfully applied in both 

residential and commercial environments to mitigate magnetic fields from overhead transmission 

and distribution lines, and underground residential distribution lines. Additionally, 

superconducting  materials can expel magnetic fields via the Meissner effect[17]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_permeability
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_permeability
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alloy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Permalloy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mu-Metal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_field_lines
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromagnet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solenoid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmholtz_coil
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superconductivity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meissner_effect
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                             Chapter 5 

Susceptibility of Detonators to the Electric and Magnetic    

Fields 

5.1  Electric Field Couplings 

  It was observed in chapter 3, the 50Hz electric fields under the transmission line are 

significantly large and would be around 5kV/m directly under the conductors of 220kV 

double circuit twin zebra line. Hence, it was of interest to investigate the behavior of 

detonators under the influence of electric field.  

5.1.1 Testing of detonators placed inside electric fields 

In the initial testing, a parallel metal sheet arrangement with 0.5m x 0.5m plates was used for 

providing a uniform field for the detonators. Initially, this was setup at the high voltage 

laboratory of the University but did not apply the electric field across the detonator, since the 

size of the explosion was unpredictable. 

Then, it was tested in a blasting site of W.A.Perera & Company at Panagoda under the 

supervision of license holders in blasting industry. The detonator was placed between the 

metal parallel plates with its leads projecting towards the plates but not touching the plates. 

With this arrangement, voltages of 2200V and 1450V were applied across the detonator 

using hand driven portable exploder or shot blaster and the capacitor charge build-up type 

exploder respectively. But no explosion was observed. Further, 660V/m electric field (with 

the 230V only supply available at the site) was also applied across the detonator but no firing 

was observed. When, 230V mains supply was applied to the detonator, firing occurred. The 

size of the explosion observed was significantly large that even the parallel metal plates were 

pierced. Hence, it was concluded that under normal laboratory conditions, this kind of an 

explosion cannot be handled. 

It was decided to measure the induced currents in a conductor placed inside the electric field 

instead of placing the detonator itself directly. By this way, it is possible to determine the 

induced currents in the bridge wire of the detonator placed inside electric fields. 230V ac 

supply was applied across the parallel plates with a separation of 350mm and the conductor 

was placed between plates. But no appreciable current i.e. at least in the range of milli-

ampere was observed. 
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             Figure 5.1: Investigating the behavior of detonator placed in an electric field in open air 

Later, with the milli-ampere meter connected, the voltage was raised up to 5kV across the 

parallel plates with a separation of 350mm but no induced current in the conductor was 

observed.  A galvanometer was also connected across the conductor (figure 5.1) to see any 

sign of inducements due the electric field applied and no movement was observed in the 

galvanometer. Since any induced current could not be observed in the milli-ampere range, a 

digital oscilloscope was connected across a 0.5Ώ shunt resister to observe induced currents in 

the region of micro-amperes. 

But, no induced currents in the conductor placed in a electric field over 12000V/m  could be 

observed even in the range of micro-amperes. Hence, it was concluded that no significant 

current is induced in a bridge wire of an electro explosive device (EED) placed in a 50Hz 

electric field emanating under a transmission line so as to initiate an inadvertent firing. 

The effect of transient electric fields, in free space, shows that the minimum energy threshold 

for ignition of commercial EEDs is not met for pulsed electric fields of 100kV/cm transient 

electrical fields in free space are unlikely to cause ignition of commercial EEDs without the 

occurrence of a secondary effect such as electrical breakdown between leads due to surface 

flashover or other mechanisms [3]. 
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Figure 5.2: Investigating the induced currents in a conductor placed in an electric field 

 

5.1.2 Testing of detonators placed inside electric fields 

 The Institute of Makers of Explosives (IME) Safety Library Publication 20, July, 2001, 

provides recommended tables of distance between electric field emitters and electric 

detonators of a nominal one ohm bridgewire resistance. This information has been useful to 

the blasting community for many years and undoubtedly has assisted in preventing 

inadvertent initiation of electro-explosive devices by strong electric fields [15]. The 

following log-log plot shows the acceptable electric field strength, (E Field in volts/meter), as 

a function of frequency in megahertz, (MHz), that  normal electric detonators can be exposed 

to while minimizing the risk of inadvertent initiation due to electric fields under different 

frequencies. 
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Figure 5.3  Acceptable electrical field strength for a commercially available electrical detonator 

 

The above chart is a plot of acceptable RF field strengths as a function of frequency, in volts 

per meter, from sources of radiating electromagnetic energy in a location where any part of 

the electric detonator is expected to be present with respect to the sources of electric field 

emission. It has to be understood that the above plot applies to far field conditions only, that 

is, circumstances where the electric detonator and its lead-wires is separated from the source 

by a distance of at least a few wavelengths. 

It is also observable from the plot that there is no possibility of 50Hz electric field of any 

strength to have an impact on the detonator and electric fields of more than 0.7 MHz 

(700,000 Hz) only will have impacts on commercially available detonators. 
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5.2  Magnetic field couplings 

5.2.1 Relationship between induced emf (E) and magnetic flux (B) 

Lenz's law states that   "The direction of the induced electromagnetic force (emf) is such that 

any current which it produces, tends to oppose the change of flux"[1]. 

 

When the circuit is a simple, single-turn one, then the ‗flux-linkage‘ is the amount of the flux 

    which is passing through the single-turn coil. Then nation   is used to denote the flux-

linkage with a coil as well as through a loop. We explain the significance of the Lenz‘s law 

with reference to Figure 5.1.  

 

                                       
 

Figure 5.4   Changing flux-linkage and Lenz‘s law. 

 

In this Figure, if the resultant flux through the circuit has the direction A and is increasing, 

induced current in the circuit will tend to set up a flux in the direction opposite to A. Hence 

the direction of the current must be as shown by the arrow A.  

 

The Faraday‘s law of induction can be formally stated giving the emf   induced   in a wire 

loop C (Figure 5.2) as follows:  

 

 
                                                           

             Figure 5.5  Induced emf in the wire loop. 

 

        E  =    
  

  
         (5.1) 

 

Where Φ is the surface integral of B evaluated over any surface   with its edge on C. 
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Thus, in words, the Faraday‘s law is: 

The  emf in  the  circuit  is  proportional  to the  rate  of  change  of the  flux linked by it, and  

the  sense  of  the  current  flowing  in  the  circuit is  such  that  it  (i.e.  the current) opposes  

the change  of the  flux Φ [2]. 

 

Now, the emf of a battery is the energy supplied per unit charge delivered; and an electric 

force E is set up within a wire connecting the terminals, and hence (Figure 5.6): 

 

 

   Figure 5.6   Battery loop. 

 

The energy supplied per unit charge,  E  = ∫   
 

 
    

i.e. the line integral of  E  along the wire = VA – VB . 

 

Hence the generalization of  Eq. (5.1), for any loop whether of wire or otherwise is 

 

   ∮    dl =    
  

  
                                           (5.2)   

 

If we consider an element  l contour   , enclosing an area   , then 

 

             = B .  A   

 

  Equation (5.2) becomes 

 

        ∮    dl =     A . 
  

  
              

 

                                        =     A . 
  

  
       (5.3) 

 

Where, E is the induced emf ,  A is the loop area and 
  

  
 is the rate of change of flux density 

with respect to time. This verifies the Neumann‘s law which states that ―When the flux 
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linked with a coil (or circuit) is changed in any manner, then an emf is set up in the circuit 

such that it (the emf) is proportional to the rate of change of the flux-linkage with the 

circuit‖. 

 

5.2.1.1 The time taken for detonator for firing 

Normal current required for firing = 1A 

The Joule heating required, for the detonator to fire     5 mJ (from Specification.) 

  Energy   =   I
2
 .r .t  = 5 mJ  r = 2 ohm 

  Time taken;           t = 2.5 ms 

Minimum Current Requirement for  

        detonator to fire   = 50 mA   (from Specification.) 

  Time taken;           t = 1 s 

The time taken for detonator to fire would be  2.5 ms   t   1 s depending on the current 

provided for the detonator. 

 

5.2.2 Minimum flux density requirement for firing  

        = √            

          Energy   =   I
2
 .R .t   

 

 Considering a loop area of 1m
2
 with one detonator 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7    1 m
2
 detonator circuit loop. 

 

 

1 m 

1 m 
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Resistance of the lead wire = 0.1   /m and detonator resistance =2   

From equation 5.2 and 5.3;     E =  
   

    
    =        

  

  
  

      =          = 1. (2        

For a loop resistance of 3 ohm , 

  I   =   
 

 
    = 

      

 
   50mA 

       ≥   47.75x10
-5

 T 

When the flux density, B exceeds 47.75x10
-5

 T, there is a possibility of detonator firing. 

 Energy supplied  =   I
2
 r t   = (

         0  

 
)
 

            J             r = 2  , t =1s 

                   J      

This implies that when a flux density of value exceeds 47.75x10
-5

 T, the detonator would 

initiate firing and the distance at which this occurs could be determined from the magnetic 

flux density variation profile simulated for 0.5m above the ground. (figure 5.5.). 

It is observed from the magnetic field profiles for rated loading, infrequent high loading and 

emergency short time loading, the safe distance for 220kV transmission line is 32m away 

from the center of the line. 

   

Figure 5.8    Flux density variations 0.5m above ground for different loadings for 220kV 

double circuit twin conductor configuration. 

 

Magnetic flux Density – 220kV double circuit,  0.5m above ground 
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Similarly, for 132kV twin zebra conductor double circuit configuration, the flux density 

profiles 0.5m above ground can be plotted as follows.  

 

Figure 5.9    Flux density variations 0.5m above ground for different loadings for 132kV 

double circuit twin conductor configuration. 

 

It is observed considering only the magnetic field variations for rated loading, infrequent 

high loading and emergency short time loading, the safe distance for 132kV transmission line 

is 26.6m from the center of the line. 

 

Figure 5.10    Flux density variations 0.5m above ground for different loadings for 33kV 

double circuit Lynx conductor configuration. 
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Similarly, for 132kV twin zebra conductor double circuit configuration, the flux density 

profiles 0.5m above ground can be plotted as above.  

It is observed considering only the magnetic field variations for rated loading, infrequent 

high loading and emergency short time loading, the safe distance for 33kV transmission line 

is 6.7m from the center of the line. 

5.2.3  Inducements of current in the detonator circuits caused by surges occurring in 

the transmission lines. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.11   A typical current surge that occurs in a transmission line. 

 

From Eqn (5.2), Emf   induced    E =     A . 
  

  
                 

                                             =    A . 
  

  
       =    

For   t1  of Surge 

 E =   
   

    
          I1  =  

  

   
 

 

For   t2  of Surge 

 E =   
  

    
            I2  =  
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For both inducements to cause the detonator initiation; 

             5 mJ       I 
  r t1   +  I 

  r t2     

                       
  

 

     
 
 

    . r  . t1   +  
  

 

     
 
 

    . r  . t2      

                   
    

 

  
 
   (

 

  
   

 

  
) 

         BD       √
                

  (
 

  
   

 

  
)

      (5.4) 

This gives the minimum requirement of flux linkage in order for detonation to take place [1]. 

5.2.4 Inducements caused by transmission line faults 

Transmission line fault currents will depend on the type of fault, the fault level, line 

impedance etc. Three phase line-to-line fault will cause the most severe currents due to the 

low impedance compared to other types of faults. Depending on the fault level, the fault 

currents in 220kV system could be as high as 40kA but on the average, a fault current of 

25kA is considered for 220kV system and fault currents of 20kA and 15kA are considered 

for 132kV and 33kV systems respectively. 

 

Figure 5.12  A phase to phase to earth fault that occurred in Kotugoda - Madampe 132kV 

transmission line. 
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It is evident from most of the transmission line faults that the fault rise time is around half a 

cycle while the average fault persistent time is about four cycles (Cycle time is 20ms for a 

50Hz system). Taking these facts into account we can find a minimum flux linkage 

requirement for detonator initiation and the minimum safe distance. 

From equation 5.2 and 5.3;   E =  
   

    
    =        

  

  
   

For the fault rise time     E = -1. 
  

  
 

For the fault persistent time E =           

 

  =    ,    =     ,   =     ,  =    , r = 2    R = 3   

 

  I = 
 

 
 ,   Therefore, Energy1  =    (

   

   
)
    

x 2 x t1 

     Energy2  =  (
       

 
)
    

x 2 x t2 

 

Energy1 + Energy2   5mJ 
  

      0    0     x 2   +    
   00     

     x  2 x 80 x10
-3

    5 mJ     is taken as B 

   B
2
   2.81x10

-6 

   B
 
   167.75x10

-5
 T 

This implies that when the flux density exceeds the value 167.75x10
-5

 T, the detonator would 

initiate firing and the distance at which this occurs could be determined from the magnetic 

flux density variation profile simulated for 0.5m above the ground (figure 5.10). 

It is observed from this magnetic field profile for a fault current of 20kA, the safe distance 

for 220kV transmission line is 31.4m from the center of the line. 

In the similar manner, fault currents of 15kA and 10kA are considered for 132kV and 33kV 

circuits to find safe distances under fault conditions. It can be observed that the safe distances 

under these fault conditions for 132kV and 33kV double circuit configurations are 10.2m and 

9.1m respectively. 
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Figure 5.13    Flux density variations 0.5m above ground due to a line fault of 20kA  for 

220kV double circuit twin conductor configuration. 

 

5.2.5  Inducements caused by travelling lightning waves in transmission lines 

Lightening is always a major threat encountered in the blasting industry and in Chapter 2 also 

it was mentioned that all explosive activities to be suspended at the sign of thunder storms 

approaching or if there is any possibility of occurrence lightening. There may not be any sign 

of lightening or raining in the vicinity, but there is a possibility that from lightening travels 

several miles as travelling waves along the power transmission lines and inducing currents in 

detonator circuits in close proximity sufficient enough to cause unanticipated firing. The 

travelling waves could cause currents of several kA at the discharge but we consider 20kA 

discharge current in the 220kV transmission line due to a direct stroke. 

Here, we consider a travelling wave with a lesser steepness assuming it has travelled more than 

25km. 

From Eqn (5.3), for t1 = 100 s and t2 = 800 s, R =   , r = 2   

The requirement in flux density for inducing 5mJ in detonator circuit is given by 

BD       √
                

  (
 

  
   

 

  
)

  = 141.4x10
-5 

T 
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This implies that when the flux density exceeds the value 141.4x10
-5 

T, the detonator would 

initiate firing and the distance at which this occurs could be determined from the magnetic flux 

density variation profile simulated for 0.5m above the ground (figure 5.5.) for the lightning 

surge. 

 

Figure 5.14    Flux density variations 0.5m above ground due to lightning surge for 220kV 

double circuit twin conductor configuration. 

 

It is observed from the magnetic field profile for a lightning surge of 20kA, the safe distance 

for 220kV transmission line is 29.5m from the center of the line. 

Similarly, lightning discharge currents of 15kA and 10kA with the same impulse shape with 

t1 = 200 s and t2 = 1000 s are considered for 132kV and 33kV circuits to find safe distances 

under lightning waves travelling conditions. It can be observed that the safe distances under 

these conditions for 132kV and 33kV double circuit configurations are 16.6m and 8.3m 

respectively. 

5.2.6  Inducements caused by switching surges in transmission lines 

  As with lightning surges, the reason switching surges are a concern is that they can produce 

significantly large current surges when flashover or discharges occur. The switching surge 

comes in many different forms, and has many different sources and generally they occur in 

clusters.  Switching surge could possess sharp steep fronted waveforms and the magnitudes 
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could rise up to 3pu due to reflections [16], [14]. For a switching surge having parameters of 

t1 =20   and t2 =80  , from Eqn (5.3), 

   BD       √
                

  (
 

  
   

 

  
)

  = 60 x10
-5

 T 

This implies that when the flux density exceeds the value 60 x10
-5

 T, the detonator would 

initiate firing and the distance at which this occurs could be determined from the magnetic 

flux density variation profile simulated for 0.5m above the ground (figure 5.12) for switching 

surge. 

 

Figure 5.15    Flux density variations 0.5m above ground due to switching surge for 220kV 

double circuit twin conductor configuration. 

 

It is observed from the magnetic field profiles for a switching surge with a peak of 3.6kA, the 

safe distance for 220kV transmission line is 17.7m from the center of the line. 

Similarly, switching surge currents of 3.6kA and 1.2kA with the same impulse shape with t1 

= 20 s and t2 = 80 s are considered for 132kV and 33kV circuits to find safe distances under 

switching impulse conditions. It can be observed that the safe distances under these 

conditions for 132kV and 33kV double circuit configurations are 11.5m and 5.2m 

respectively. The safe distances for 33kV horizontal and triangular configurations were also 

considered with switching currents of 600A for each and the safe distances are 3.1m and 

4.0m are respectively. 
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The summary of different scenarios considered, relevant magnetic flux densities and the 

corresponding are currents given in Table 5.1. 

 

Table 5.1  The currents corresponding to different loading conditions, faults, lightening and 

switching conditions 

5.3  Safe Distances 

The safe distances for the different scenarios considered with a safety margin of 20% are 

given in Table 5.2. 

Voltage 

Circuit 

Configur-

ation 

 

Safe Distance (m) 

 

Rounded 

off Safe 

Distance 

with a 

Tolerance 

of 20% 

(m) 

Nominal 

Rated Loads 

Infrequent 

High Load 

Emergency 

Short Time 

Loads 

3   Faults 
Lighting  

Surges 

Switching 

Surges 

220 kV 
Double 

Circuit 
14 18 32 25.9 28.2 20.5 40 

132 kV 
Double 

Circuit 
7.0 14.9 26.6 19.7 19.5 7.1 35 

33 kV 
Double 

Circuit 
-- -- 6.7 10.7 10 5.2 15 

33 kV Horizontal -- -- 4.0 6 6.1 3.1 10 

33 kV Triangular -- -- 7.0 6.9 10.6 4 15 

 

Table 5.2  The safe distances corresponding to different loading conditions, faults, lightening 

and switching conditions 

Voltage 

Circuit 

Configu-

ration 

Loading currents  

(Bmin = 47.75x10
-5

 T ) 3    Fault 

current            
( Bmin = 

167.75x10
-5

 T )  
kA 

Lighting  

Surges 

 ( Bmin = 

141.4x10
-5 

T ) 

kA  

Switching 

Surges  

( Bmin =      

60 x10
-5

T)  

kA 

Nominal 

Rated 

Load (kA) 

Infrequent 

High Load 

(kA) 

Emergency 

Short Time 

Loads (kA) 

220 kV 
Double 

Circuit 
1.40 2.0 4.8 20 20 3.6 

132 kV 
Double 

Circuit 
1.407 2.0 4.8 15 15 3.6 

33 kV 
Double 

Circuit 
0.4 0.64 1.6 10 10 1.2 

33 kV Horizontal 0.2 0.32 0.8 10 10 0.6 

33 kV Triangular 0.2 0.32 0.8 10 10 0.6 
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5.4  Discussion on results 

The statement of safe distance table could be used as means to assist the mine and quarry 

operators and commercial blasters. The tables include all of the common types of transmission 

lines that would be encountered around mines, quarries and other blasting operations in Sri 

Lanka. 

The table was derived from analytical calculations for ―worst case scenarios‖. They are based on 

less than 50mA no-fire level and 5mJ minimum joule heating of commercial supreme short-

delay detonators (the only type of detonators used in Sri Lanka). Since, the electric detonator is 

considered to be in the category of weapons, they are imported only by the Defense Ministry and 

issued to license holders in blasting industry through Geological Survey and Mines Bureau 

(GSMB). Field tests have shown the results in the table to be conservative although detonators 

were not used directly in the investigations. When deciding the burden and the area to be 

involved in the blasting, the proximity of the transmission lines are to be considered in the first 

place along with other possible hazards like lightening, radio frequency transmitters, electrostatic 

charges and other sources of extraneous electricity. If the burden comes close to the unsafe 

distances proposed in this research, precautionary measures are to be adopted. If there is a 

compulsory requirement of rock blasting within the unsafe distances from transmission lines, use 

of normal detonators could be employed as an alternative. Switching off the transmission line is 

also an alternative but one has to keep in mind that the risk of travelling lightening waves is still 

a threat. 

As far as the author of this thesis is concerned, no guideline or published research paper was 

found on safe distances for operation of detonators from transmission lines to make comparisons 

with. But, the results derived for safe distance levels from transmission lines are quite reasonable 

and amply justified when comparing with guidelines drafted for Tables of Distances—RF 

Sources and Electric Detonators [15]. 

5.4.1  RF Sources Presenting Hazards to Blasting Operations 

Commercial AM broadcast transmitters (0.535 to 1.605 MHz) are potentially the most 

hazardous. This is because they combine high power and low enough frequency so that there is 

little loss of RF energy in the lead wires of electrical detonators. Frequency- modulated FM and 

TV transmitters are also likely to create hazardous situations. Although their power is extremely 

high and antennas are horizontally polarized, the high-frequency currents are rapidly attenuated 

in detonators or lead wires. These RF sources usually employ antennas on top of high towers. 
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Mobile radio, as well as other wireless products, must be rated as potentially hazard because, 

although their power is low, they can be brought directly into a blasting area.  

 

Transmitter Power 
Delivered to Antenna 

(kW) 

Minimum Distance  (m) 

Up to 4.0 219 

5.0 244 

10.0 344 

25.0 546 

50.0 762 

100.0 1097 

500.0 2438 

 
 

Table 5.3  Recommended Distances for Commercial AM Broadcast Transmitters (0.535 to 

1.605 MHz) 

 

MINIMUM DISTANCE (m) 

Transmitter 

Power delivered 

to Antenna 
(kW) 

MF    
 1.7 to 3.4 MHz 

Fixed 
Mobile, Maritime 

HF  
28 to 29.7 

MHz   
Amateur 

VHF 
35 to 36 MHz Public 

Use 42 to 44 MHz 

Public Use 50 to 54 

MHz Amateur 

VHF 
144-148 MHz 

150-161.6 MHz 
Public Use 

UHF 
450 to 470 MHz 

Public Use 
Cellular 

Telephones 
Above 800 MHz 

0.5 
98 318 250 82 53 

0.6 
107 349 273 90 58 

1.0 
138 450 352 115 75 

1.5 
169 552 432 141 92 

10.0 
438 1,425 1,115 365 236 

 

Table 5.4  Recommended Safe distances from  FM, VHF/UHF TV and Cellular transmitters [15] 

 

In comparison with the safe distances for radio frequency radiations, the safe distance values 

suggested for transmission lines are reasonable and justifiable. When deciding the safe distances for 

transmission lines, it is very important to identify the line configurations, parameters and line 

voltages. Identification of the maximum currents that could  occur in the transmission line is also a 

critical factor to be considered since it is the magnetic field emanating the currents that causes 

inducements in the detonator circuits. 
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                     Chapter 6 

         Conclusions and Recommendations 

6.1 Conclusions 

 
6.1.1 The simulated results of the models developed for the electric fields and the magnetic 

fields are verified by the field measured data as the field measuring values very closely 

follow the simulated values of the model. Therefore, the models can be used reliably for 

the purposes of further investigations and analysis. Further, the developed model is a 

comprehensive tool for calculating electric and magnetic fields around the transmission 

lines in any earth and line profile as it has taken the real parameters into account and 

capable of accommodating any line configurations with any number of conductors. 

 

6.1.2 No significant induced current (not at least in the range of mA) is observed on the 

conductors in the presence of electric fields. Hence, it could be concluded that the 

minimum energy threshold for ignition of commercial electro explosive devices in Sri 

Lanka is not met in the electric fields in free space under transmission lines. 

 

6.1.3 The magnetic fields developing around transmission lines due to nominal rated loads, 

infrequent high loads, emergency short term loads, fault currents, switching currents and 

currents due to travelling lightening surges could be significant enough to induce currents 

in the circuits those meet the minimum energy threshold for ignition of EEDs. Therefore, 

detonators should not be used in explosive blasting within unsafe regions under 

transmission lines. 

 

6.1.4 The following safe distance levels are proposed for safe operations of electro explosive 

devices.  

Voltage 
Circuit 

Configuration 

Safe Distance from 

the line centre (m) 

220 kV 
Double Circuit 

(twin conductor) 
40 

132 kV 
Double Circuit 

(twin conductor) 
35 

33 kV Double Circuit 15 

33 kV Horizontal 10 

33 kV Triangular 15 

  

Table 6.1  Statement of safe distances for the operation of detonators 
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6.2   Recommendations 

 

6.2.1 Commercial EEDs should be tightly packed and shorted to reduce loop area and prevent 

unanticipated detonation. The individual loop areas of the detonator circuits are also 

recommended to be kept as small as possible so as to prevent inducement of current due 

to magnetic flux liking them. The trolleys and containers used for transportation of 

EEDs should be of metal construction.  

6.2.2 If EEDs and explosives are to be stored close to the transmission lines, the distance of 

safe margins recommended are to be followed. Buildings and rooms in which EEDs are 

stored should have conductive grade flooring and metal mats. 

 

6.2.3 The model and results of this study could be used for Developing Specifications for safe 

exposure levels related to health hazards for Sri Lankan context adopting international 

standards like IRPA, WHO, ICNIRP (International Commission on Non Ionizing 

Radiation Protection). 

 

6.2.4 The models can also be used as a tool for field calculations in planning and designing of 

future transmission lines for achieving safe values stipulated in the regulations.  

 

6.2.5 Most of the defense related weapons are equipped with EEDs and this model could be 

used for safe handing, storage and transportation of these after identifying the EED 

specifications. 

 

6.2.6 Active or passive shielding of 50Hz frequency magnetic fields to be used during the 

circuit connection procedure if  detonator circuits are to be used inside the unsafe 

regions. 

 

6.2.7 If there is a mandatory requirement of rock blasting within the unsafe distances from 

transmission lines, use of normal detonators could be employed as an alternative. 

Switching off the transmission line is also an alternative but one has to keep in mind that 

the risk of travelling lightening waves is still a threat. 

 

6.2.8 The work presented in this study may be used for further future investigation of 

electromagnetic compatibility of EEDs. 
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Specification for Supreme Short Delay Detonators  
 

 

  
 

 
 
 

Description 

 
CEFAP Specifications  

Construction  

Aluminium shell filled with ASA and PETN as primary and 

secondary charge. These detonators should have delay 

numbers ranging from 0 to 9,with a nominal time interval of 

25 milliseconds for 7 and 8 and 75 milliseconds for 9  

shell 
Aluminium with a conical depression at the bottom, length 

varying for different delay numbers.  

Strength No.6 or 8 

Leg(Lead) Wire colour Should specify  

Shell Diameter 6.5 ± 0.05 mm 

Leg (Lead) Wire Diameter  24 SWG iron wire 

Lead Wire Resistance   0.1 -  0.3ohms/m 

Leg(Lead)wire length 4 and 9 m 

 

Fuse Head resistance 

 

1.6 to 2.0 ohms 

 

Firing Energy 

 

2.5 to 3.0 mJ/ohm 

 

Firing Current per series 

 

1 to 1.2 Amps 

No firing (No Initiation) 

Current 

 

50 mAmps 

 

Year of manufacture 

 

Current  

 

Shelf Life 

 

Min. of 05 Years 

 

Packing 

Each case should contain detonators of the same delay 

number only. Five detonators are held in bunch and five such 

bunches are banded to make a bundle of 25 detonators. Two 

bundles of 25 detonators each are wrapped in kraft paper and 

make into a packet, and suitable labelled. 20 to 50 such 

packets are placed in a wooden case, inside of which is lined 

with water proof paper. The case is fastened with plastic 

straps or wires. Entire consignment is desired in 20 foot 

containers.    
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MATLAB Script for electric field around 220kV TX Line 
%==================================================================================

=================================================================================== 
%  220kV Configuration 
%================================================================================== 

=================================================================================== 
clc 

clear all 

close all 

 
e_r=1;                                 %relative permitivity of air 

S=[200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200];   %sub conductor spacing - diameter in mm 

N=[  2   2   2   1   2   2   2   1];   %number of sub conductors per line 

d=[ 28.6  28.6  28.6  18  28.6  28.6  28.6  18];   %sub conductor diameter in mm 

h=[ 7  12.8  18.5  27  7  12.8  18.5  27];   %Height above ground in m 

x=[ -6.5  -6.5  -6.5 -6 6.5    6.5   6.5  6];   

Vp_p  =[220 220 220   0 220 220 220 0];    %Phase to Phase value of conductor 

voltage 

phase =[  0 120 240   0   0 120 240 0];    %Phase angle of the conductor voltages 

  

e_0= 8.8541878176e-12; 

e_m=e_r*e_0; 

D=S./sin(pi./N);                        

d_eq=(N.*d.*(D).^(N-1)).^(1./N);       %equivalent diameter in bundle conductor 

  

n=size(S,2);                           %number of lines 

P=zeros(n,n);                          %Maxwell potential matrix 

  

for j=1:n 

    for i=1:n 

        if(i==j) 

            P(i,j)=(1/(2*pi*e_m))*log(4*h(1,i)*1000/d_eq(1,i)); 

        else 

            den=(x(1,i)-x(1,j))^2+(h(1,i)-h(1,j))^2; 

            num=(x(1,i)-x(1,j))^2+(h(1,i)+h(1,j))^2; 

            num=4*h(1,i)*h(1,j)+den; 

            P(i,j)=(1/(2*pi*e_m))*log(sqrt(num/den)); 

        end 

    end 

end 
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P_inv=inv(P); 

V_r=Vp_p.*cosd(phase)/sqrt(3);% 

V_i=Vp_p.*sind(phase)/sqrt(3);% 

Q_r=V_r*P_inv;%  

Q_i=V_i*P_inv;% 

  

x_N=[-20:0.1:20]; 

% y_N=[20:0.1:20]; 

y_N=1*ones(1,100); 

  

x_points=size(x_N,2); 

y_points=size(y_N,2); 

Ex=zeros(x_points,y_points); 

Ey=zeros(x_points,y_points); 

V=zeros(x_points,y_points); 

  

j_com=sqrt(-1); 

for j=1:size(y_N,2)  

    for i=1:size(x_N,2) 

        for k=1:n 

            C0=(x_N(1,i)-x(1,k))/((x(1,k)-x_N(1,i))^2+(h(1,k)-y_N(1,j))^2); 

            C1=(x_N(1,i)-x(1,k))/((x(1,k)-x_N(1,i))^2+(h(1,k)+y_N(1,j))^2); 

            C2=C0-C1; 

            C3=C2/(2*pi*e_m); 

            C4=(Q_r(1,k)+j_com*Q_i(1,k)); 

            Ex(i,j)=Ex(i,j)+C4*C3; 

            

             

        end 

    end 

end 

  

  

for j=1:size(y_N,2)  

    for i=1:size(x_N,2) 

        for k=1:n 

            C0=(y_N(1,j)-h(1,k))/((x(1,k)-x_N(1,i))^2+(h(1,k)-y_N(1,j))^2); 
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            C1=(y_N(1,j)+h(1,k))/((x(1,k)-x_N(1,i))^2+(h(1,k)+y_N(1,j))^2); 

            C2=C0-C1; 

            C3=C2/(2*pi*e_m); 

            C4=(Q_r(1,k)+j_com*Q_i(1,k));  

            Ey(i,j)=Ey(i,j)+C4*C3; 

        end 

    end 

end 

  

E_real_2=real(Ex).^2+real(Ey).^2; 

E_imag_2=imag(Ex).^2+imag(Ey).^2; 

  

E=sqrt(E_real_2+E_imag_2);   % Intensity in kV/m 

  

  

% ------------------- 3D plot for Electric Field------------------- 

[plot_X plot_Y]=meshgrid(x_N,y_N); 

surf(plot_X,plot_Y,E')  

title('Electric Field (1m above ground)'); 

xlabel('Horizontal axis- X'); 

ylabel('Verticall axis- Y'); 

zlabel('Electric Field (kV/m)'); 

%---------------------------------------------- 

  

 for j=1:size(y_N,2)  

    for i=1:size(x_N,2) 

         for k=1:n 

             C0=sqrt(((x(1,k)-x_N(1,i))^2+(h(1,k)-y_N(1,j))^2)); 

             C1=log(C0/h(1,k)); 

             C2=sqrt(((x(1,k)-x_N(1,i))^2+(h(1,k)+y_N(1,j))^2)); 

             C3=log(C2/h(1,k)); 

             C4=(C1-C3)/(2*pi*e_m);             

             V(i,j)=V(i,j)+ (Q_r(1,k)+j_com*Q_i(1,k))*C4; 

         end 

     end 

 end 
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 V_abs=sqrt(real(V).^2+imag(V).^2); %Potential in kV 

 

  

%--------------------------------------------------- 

 figure 

%--------------------------------------------------- 

  

  

%------------------- 3D plot for Potential------------------- 

 [plot_X plot_Y]=meshgrid(x_N,y_N); 

 surf(plot_X,plot_Y,V_abs')  

 title('Potential for 245kV Double CCT Line'); 

 xlabel('Horizontal axis- X'); 

 ylabel('Verticall axis- Y'); 

 zlabel('Potential(kV)'); 

---------------------------------------------- 
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MATLAB Script for Magnetic Field around 220kV TX Line 
%==================================================================================

=================================================================================== 
%  220kV Double Circuit Configuration 
%================================================================================== 

=================================================================================== 
 

clc 

clear all 

close all 

  

u_r_air =1;                          %Relative permeability of air 

u_r_soil=1;                         %Relative permeability of soil   

e_r_soil=1;                        %Relative permittivity of earth 

sigma    =0.001;                      %Conductivity of earth 

f       =50;                         %Frequency in Hz 

h=      [ 7  12.8  18.5  27  7  12.8  18.5  27 ];  %Height above ground in m 

x=      [ -6.5  -6.5  -6.5 -6 6.5    6.5   6.5  6 ];  %Horizontal placement in m 

I_amp=  [1200 1200 1200 0 1470 1470 1470 0 ];  %Amplitude of Conductor phase 

current in A 

I_phase=[ 0 120 240 0 0 120 240 0 ];  %Current phase angle in degrees 

  

n=size(h,2);                                         %number of lines 

u_air   =u_r_air*4*pi*10e-7; 

u_soil  =u_r_soil*4*pi*10e-7; 

e_soil  =e_r_soil*8.8541878176e-12; 

j_comp  =sqrt(-1); 

I_phasor=I_amp.*(cosd(I_phase)+j_comp*sind(I_phase)); 

  

x_N=[-20:0.1:20];%  [0 70 100 700 1000 -1000];; 

% y_N=.01*ones(1,100); 

y_N=[1:0.1:6.0];  %[0]; 

x_points=size(x_N,2); 

y_points=size(y_N,2); 

   

%--------------------------Effect of Conductor Current ---------------------------- 

 H_line_x=zeros(x_points,y_points); 

H_line_y=zeros(x_points,y_points); 
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%Conductor effect - x axis 

for j=1:y_points 

    for i=1:x_points 

        for k=1:n 

            r=sqrt((x_N(1,i)-x(1,k))^2+(y_N(1,j)-h(1,k))^2); 

            H_line_x(i,j)=H_line_x(i,j)+(I_phasor(1,k)./(2*pi*r))*(h(1,k)-

y_N(1,j))/r; 

        end 

    end 

end 

  

%Conductor effect - y axis 

for j=1:y_points 

    for i=1:x_points 

        for k=1:n 

            r=sqrt((x_N(1,i)-x(1,k))^2+(y_N(1,j)-h(1,k))^2); 

            H_line_y(i,j)=H_line_y(i,j)-(I_phasor(1,k)./(2*pi*r))*(x(1,k)-

x_N(1,i))/r; 

        end 

    end 

end 

  

H_real_2=real(H_line_x).^2+real(H_line_y).^2; 

H_imag_2=imag(H_line_x).^2+imag(H_line_y).^2; 

  

  

H=5.3*sqrt(H_real_2+H_imag_2);    

  

%------------------------Effect of Earth's Current--------------------------------- 

  

H_e_line_x=zeros(x_points,y_points); 

H_e_line_y=zeros(x_points,y_points); 

  

 % Earth's effect -x axis 

for j=1:y_points 

    for i=1:x_points 

        for k=1:n 
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            Y=sqrt(j_comp*2*pi*f*u_soil*(sigma+j_comp*2*pi*f*e_soil)); 

            r=sqrt((x_N(1,i)-x(1,k))^2+(y_N(1,j)+h(1,k)+ 2/Y)^2); 

            phi_x=-((h(1,k)+y_N(1,j)+2/Y)/r); 

            H_e_line_x(i,j)=H_e_line_x(i,j)-

(I_phasor(1,k)./(2*pi*r))*(1+(1/3)*(2/(Y*r))^4)*phi_x; 

        end 

    end 

end 

  

%Earth's effect -y axis 

for j=1:y_points 

    for i=1:x_points 

        for k=1:n 

            Y=sqrt(j_comp*2*pi*f*u_soil*(sigma+j_comp*2*pi*f*e_soil)); 

            r=sqrt((x_N(1,i)-x(1,k))^2+(y_N(1,j)+h(1,k)+ 2/Y)^2); 

            phi_y=(x_N(1,i)-x(1,k))/r; 

            H_e_line_y(i,j)=H_e_line_y(i,j)-

(I_phasor(1,k)./(2*pi*r))*(1+(1/3)*(2/(Y*r))^4)*phi_y; 

        end 

    end 

end 

  

  

H_e_real_2=real(H_e_line_x).^2+real(H_e_line_y).^2; 

H_e_imag_2=imag(H_e_line_x).^2+imag(H_e_line_y).^2; 

  

  

H_e=sqrt(H_e_real_2+H_e_imag_2);    

 

 %--------------------- Total Magnetic Field---------------------- 

  

H_total=sqrt(H_real_2+H_imag_2+H_e_real_2+H_e_imag_2); %Total magnetic field in A/m 

  

 

%--------------------- Total Magnetic Flux Density -------------- 
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B_total=u_air*H+u_soil*H_e; %Total magnetic flux density in Wb/m2 

  

[plot_X plot_Y]=meshgrid(x_N,y_N); 

  

%================================================================================== 

%       Plot Component of H due to conductor current alone 

%================================================================================== 

surf(plot_X,plot_Y,H')  

title('Magnetic Field -Component of H due to conductor current alone '); 

xlabel('Horizontal axis- X (m)'); 

ylabel('Verticall axis- Y'); 

zlabel('Magnetic Field (A/m)'); 

  

figure 

  

%================================================================================== 

%       Plot Component of H due to earth current 

%================================================================================== 

surf(plot_X,plot_Y,H_e')  

title('Magnetic Field -Component of H due to earth current'); 

xlabel('Horizontal axis- X(m) '); 

ylabel('Verticall axis- Y'); 

zlabel('Magnetic Field (A/m)'); 

  

 figure 

  

%================================================================================== 

%       Plot Resultant H due to conductor and earth current 

%================================================================================== 

surf(plot_X,plot_Y,H_total')  

title('Magnetic Field -Total'); 

xlabel('Horizontal axis- X(m)'); 

ylabel('Verticall axis- Y'); 

zlabel('Magnetic Field (A/m)'); 

 

figure 
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%================================================================================== 

%       Plot Resultant B due to conductor and earth current 

%================================================================================== 

surf(plot_X,plot_Y,B_total')  

title('Magnetic Flux Density -Total'); 

xlabel('Horizontal axis- X(m)'); 

ylabel('Verticall axis- Y'); 

zlabel('Magnetic Flux Density (Wb/m^2) or (T)'); 
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TX  Line: Kotugoda - Katunayaka Date : 23.05.2014 

Transmission line Voltage & configuration : 132kV double circuit twin zebra 

 Line Currents :    780A, 860A                         Line Conductor height (Lowest Phase): 7.7m 

Distance 

from 

centre 

(m)     

Right Distance 

from 

centre 

(m)     

Left 

   Electric 

field 

(V/m) 

Distance 

(m) 

   Electric 

field 

(V/m) 

   Electric 

field (V/m) 

Distance 

(m) 

      Electric 

field (V/m) 

0 3380 13.0 501 0 3380 -13.0 420 

0.5 3400 13.5 401 -0.5 3370 -13.5 370 

1.0 3400 14.0 301 -1.0 3390 -14.0 342 

1.5 3410 14.5 280 -1.5 3410 -14.5 305 

2.0 3450 15.0 220 -2.0 3440 -15.0 290 

2.5 3490 15.5 180 -2.5 3480 -15.5 250 

3.0 3480 16.0 140 -3.0 3480 -16.0 230 

3.5 3450 16.5 120 -3.5 3450 -16.5 175 

4.0 3390 17.0 115 -4.0 3350 -17.0 155 

4.5 3295 17.5 105 -4.5 3275 -17.5 140 

5.0 3150 18.0 100 -5.0 3050 -18.0 125 

5.5 2950 18.5 95 -5.5 2950 -18.5 110 

6.0 2575 19.0 95 -6.0 2701 -19.0 100 

6.5 2450 19.5 90 -6.5 2501 -19.5 95 

7.0 2200 20 85 -7.0 2291 -20.0 90 

7.5 2010   -7.5 2050   

8.0 1670   -8.0 1800   

8.5 1482   -8.5 1650   

9.0 1390   -9.0 1401   

9.5 1200   -9.5 1280   

10 1100   -10 1100  
 

10.5 900   -10.5 920  
 

11.0 830   -11.0 801  
 

11.5 732   -11.5 702  
 

12.0 685   -12.0 594  
 

12.5 605   -12.5 505  
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TX  Line: Bolawatta - Nattandiya Date : 23.05.2014 

Transmission line Voltage & configuration : 33kV double circuit single racoon 

 Line Currents :    180A, 165A                         Line Conductor height (Lowest Phase): 5.4m 

Distance 

from 

centre 

(m)     

Right Distance 

from 

centre 

(m)     

Left 

 Electric 

field 

(V/m) 

Distance 

(m) 

Electric 

field 

(V/m) 

   Electric 

field (V/m) 

Distance 

(m) 

      Electric 

field (V/m) 

0 384 13.0 95 0 384 -13.0 100 

0.5 388 13.5 93 -0.5 390 -13.5 98 

1.0 404 14.0 88 -1.0 400 -14.0 88 

1.5 426 14.5 80 -1.5 424 -14.5 80 

2.0 445 15.0 78 -2.0 440 -15.0 80 

2.5 458 15.5 70 -2.5 460 -15.5 70 

3.0 464 16.0 65 -3.0 464 -16.0 65 

3.5 450 16.5 65 -3.5 455 -16.5 65 

4.0 438 17.0 60 -4.0 439 -17.0 60 

4.5 420 17.5 60 -4.5 430 -17.5 60 

5.0 390 18.0 55 -5.0 400 -18.0 55 

5.5 370 18.5 55 -5.5 340 -18.5 55 

6.0 347 19.0 55 -6.0 340 -19.0 55 

6.5 300 19.5 50 -6.5 320 -19.5 50 

7.0 288 20 50 -7.0 280 -20.0 50 

7.5 270   -7.5 258   

8.0 240   -8.0 240   

8.5 220   -8.5 210   

9.0 180   -9.0 200   

9.5 177   -9.5 180   

10 170   -10 170  
 

10.5 140   -10.5 160  
 

11.0 145   -11.0 150  
 

11.5 130   -11.5 140  
 

12.0 120   -12.0 120  
 

12.5 110   -12.5 110  
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TX  Line: Kotugoda - Katunayaka Date : 23.05.2014 

Transmission line Voltage & configuration : 132kV double circuit twin zebra 

 Line Currents :    780A, 860A                         Line Conductor height (Lowest Phase): 7.7m 

Distance 

from 

centre 

(m) 

Right Distance 

from 

centre 

(m) 

Left 

Mag. 

Field  

(  ) 

Distance 

(m) 

Mag. Field  

(  ) 

Mag. Field  

(  ) 

Distance 

(m) 

Mag. Field  

(  ) 

0 16.0 13.0 11.2 0 16.0 -13.0 11.3 

0.5 16.5 13.5 10.8 -0.5 16.5 -13.5 11.1 

1.0 16.8 14.0 10.4 -1.0 16.8 -14.0 10.5 

1.5 17.9 14.5 10.1 -1.5 17.0 -14.5 10.0 

2.0 18.7 15.0 9.6 -2.0 17.5 -15.0 9.5 

2.5 19.5 15.5 9.1 -2.5 18.2 -15.5 9.1 

3.0 19.6 16.0 8.5 -3.0 18.8 -16.0 8.5 

3.5 19.9 16.5 8.1 -3.5 19.2 -16.5 7.8 

4.0 20.6 17.0 7.9 -4.0 19.5 -17.0 7.29 

4.5 20.9 17.5 7.6 -4.5 19.7 -17.5 7.1 

5.0 20.9 18.0 7.0 -5.0 19.8 -18.0 7.0 

5.5 20.8 18.5 6.6 -5.5 19.6 -18.5 6.9 

6.0 20.4 19.0 6.5 -6.0 19.3 -19.0 6.8 

6.5 20.0 19.5 6.01 -6.5 18.9 -19.5 6.5 

7.0 19.5 20 5.8 -7.0 18.2 -20.0 6.5 

7.5 18.2 20.5 5.4 -7.5 17.5 -20.5 6.3 

8.0 17.86 21.0 5.8 -8.0 16.93 -21.0 5.99 

8.5 17.0 21.5 5.6 -8.5 16.0 -21.5 5.85 

9.0 16.0 22.0 5.42 -9.0 15.5 -22.0 5.76 

9.5 15.5 22.5 52.2 -9.5 15.0 -22.5 5.56 

10 14.0 23.0 5.02 -10 14.1 -23.0 5.23 

10.5 13.8 23.5 4.82 -10.5 13.5 -23.5 5.12 

11.0 13.37 24.0 4.73 -11.0 13.0 -24.0 4.99 

11.5 12.8 24.5 4.5 -11.5 12.45 -24.5 4.8 

12.0 12.2 25.0 4.45 -12.0 11.9 -25.0 4.5 

12.5 11.7   -12.5 11.4   
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TX  Line: Bolawatta - Nattandiya Date : 25.05.2014 

Transmission line Voltage & configuration : 33kV double circuit single raccoon 

 Line Currents :    180A, 165A                         Line Conductor height (Lowest Phase): 5.4m 

Distance 

from 

centre 

(m)     

Right Distance 

from 

centre 

(m)     

Left 

   Mag. 

Field  

(  ) 

Distance 

(m) 

   Mag. 

Field  

(  ) 

   Mag. 

Field  (  ) 

Distance 

(m) 

   Mag. Field  

(  ) 

0 6.8 13.0 2.2 0 6.8 -13.0 2.2 

0.5 6.82 13.5 2.0 -0.5 6.85 -14.0 2.1 

1.0 6.83 14.0 2.0 -1.0 6.91 -13.5 2.0 

1.5 6.84 14.5 1.8.5 -1.5 7.0 -14.0 1.85 

2.0 6.86 15.0 1.8 -2.0 7.05 -15.0 1.8 

2.5 6.8 15.5 1.7 -2.5 6.98 -15.5 1.7 

3.0 6.77 16.0 1.6 -3.0 7.02 -16.0 1.65 

3.5 6.6 16.5 1.5 -3.5 6.91 -16.5 1.6 

4.0 6.5 17.0 1.5 -4.0 6.75 -17.0 1.5 

4.5 6.3 17.5 1.4 -4.5 6.55 -17.5 1.4 

5.0 6.01 18.0 1.3 -5.0 6.3 -18.0 1.35 

5.5 5.72 18.5 1.3 -5.5 6.0 -18.5 1.3 

6.0 5.45 19.0 1.2 -6.0 5.65 -19.0 1.2 

6.5 5.12 19.5 1.2 -6.5 5.35 -19.5 1.2 

7.0 48.4 20.0 1.1 -7.0 5.05 -20.0 1.1 

7.5 4.54 20.5  -7.5 4.7 -20.5  

8.0 4.22 21.0  -8.0 4.4 -21.0  

8.5 4.0 21.5  -8.5 4.1 -21.5  

9.0 3.7 22.0  -9.0 3.8 -22.0  

9.5 3.5 22.5  -9.5 3.6 -22.5  

10 3.2 23.0  -10 3.3 -23.0  

10.5 3.0 23.5  -10.5 3.1 -23.5  

11.0 2.88 24.0  -11.0 2.9 -24.0  

11.5 2.62 24.5  -11.5 2.7 -24.5  

12.0 2.5 25.0  -12.0 2.6 -25.0  

12.5 2.35   -12.5 2.4   

. 
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